BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York

College Senate
Minutes of December 11, 2014
Present: A. Alvarez, Y. Amegatsey, J. Athanasourelis, R. Bass (as guest), R. Ben-Nun, T.

Brennan, L. Brenner, A. Brewer (late), H. Clampman, G. Cooke, S. Davis, W. DeJong-Lambert,
M. Fein, D. Genova, D. Gonsher, I. Kiema, P. Kolozi (as guest), A. Lal, A. Lamazares, L.
Lawton, C. Lee, A. Levy, D. Lewis, E. Martí, D-E. Matsoukas, A. McInerney, I. Mirsky, F.
Moore, A. Ortiz, J. Osei-Kusi, H. Papas-Kavalis, I. Petrovic, M. Pita, Q. Price, R. Quinn, N.
Reynoso, J. Sanabria, C. Schrader, R. Shane, H. Skinner, M. Solomon, K. Thomas, S. Utakis, B.
Wigfall
Absent: G. Agamah, D. Candelario, A. Durante, P. L. Gomez, R. Gouraige, T. Ingram, O.
Littlehawk, J. Molina, D. Nelson, J. Paoli, D. Pearson, G. Salgado
Excused: S. Khan
Present Alternates: F. Blanchard, T. Fisher, E. Hardman, K. Lee, K. Ojakian, B. Rima
Guests: R. Araya, S. Atamturktur, M. Bah (signed on Senate member page), J. Heller, D. JeanMarie, R. Lupo, O. Melendez, M. Miller, A. Ott, S. Persinger, S. Ramdath, N. Ritze, J. Shaddai,
C. Suarez-Espinal, C. Vasquez, V. Walker
1. Call to Order: 12:24 P.M., meeting called to order.
2. Seating of alternates: F. Moore seated alternates – K. Lee for S. Khan, B. Rima for P.
Kolozi, and F. Blanchard for R. Bass.
3. Approval of the Agenda of December 11, 2014: F. Moore explained his rationale for
moving reports from Vice-Presidents and Deans up earlier in the meeting to avoid their
being missed yet again due to time constraints. Agenda approved by unanimous voice
vote.
4. Approval of the Minutes of November 20, 2014: Minutes approved by unanimous
voice vote.
5. Action Items:
a. Selection of 6 Faculty to recommend to the President for service on the
BCC, Inc. committee: After one nominee withdrew her name, the seven
remaining nominees for the slate were: V. Bernard, M. Jones, A. Reid, S. Skaggs,
A. Vuagniaux, Q. Fang and C. Meyers. F. Moore invited nominees to speak on
their behalf. C. Meyers and A. Vuagniaux spoke as to their qualifications for
membership on the committee. Ballots were distributed. Only three nominees
received the 30 or more votes needed to be placed on the slate to be forwarded to
the President: C. Meyers (36), A. Vuagniaux (33) and A. Reid (30). Thus, a
second vote was held. Ballots were distributed to elect the remaining three:
Results were Q. Fang (34), V. Bernard (27), M. Jones (27), and S. Skaggs (21).
Q. Fang was placed on the slate and a third vote was held to elect the remaining
two names. Results were V. Bernard (33), M. Jones (27), and S. Skaggs (19). V.
Bernard was placed on the slate. A fourth vote was held to elect the remaining
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name: M. Jones (21) and S. Skaggs (16). After the unsuccessful fourth vote,
parliamentarian L. Brenner suggested there was too strict a reading of the need
for six names to be submitted to the President. Discussion ensued. A. McInerney
spoke on behalf of M. Jones as did H. Papas-Kavalis. C. Schrader provided some
information on S. Skaggs. A fifth vote was held to elect the remaining name.
The results were M. Jones (36) and S. Skaggs (5). The six names to be submitted
to the President are: V. Bernard, Q. Fang, M. Jones, C. Meyers, A. Reid, and A.
Vuagniaux.
b. Curriculum Committee: (see report) H. Clampman reported on actionable items
previously reported to the Senate. Clampman moved to accept items 1a-f (see
report). After the motion was seconded, members from SGA called a halt to the
motion and asked two questions regarding item 1f. H. Clampman answered the
questions. The items passed unanimously by voice vote.
c. Governance and Elections: (see report) A. McInerney reported on the rules of
procedure regarding elections. He highlighted two revisions to the previously
presented document: one in IIDiii and the other in IIEii and IIEiii (mistakenly
noted only as to IIEii, but corrected to reflect both items). After clarifying those
revisions, McInerney noted, in response to a suggestion that had been made to
the committee by D. Gonsher regarding flexibility in the timing of elections
rather than their only occurring in May, that the committee decided to look at
other ways of addressing anomalies in scheduling. Questions were asked and
answered. With respect to I. Mirsky’s question regarding run-off elections,
McInerney noted they could amend the procedures later, but preferred to
approve them as is for now. D. Gonsher asked a question regarding the
electorate. McInterney noted that area went beyond the purview of these
procedures. Due to time, F. Moore called the discussion to a halt. A motion was
made to approve the procedures. The vote carried with 3 abstentions (D.
Gonsher, A. Lal, and B. Wigfall).
d. BCC Strategic Plan 2015-2020: (see report) N. Ritze described the
development of the strategic plan. A question was asked and answered. A
motion was made to approve the plan. The plan passed unanimously by voice
vote. Martí noted January 14th is the date slated for implementation of the plan.
6. Reports of Vice Presidents and Deans
a. C. Schrader – C. Schrader announced the unfortunate passing of a student on
Thanksgiving Day. She also reminded the Senate that the holiday season can
take a toll on everyone. She encouraged faculty and staff to keep that in mind as
they engage with each other and with students. Schrader referred to the recent
email about faculty accomplishments and noted that some faculty had been
acknowledged at a CUNY-wide function the previous day.
b. E. Bayardelle – E. Bayardelle reminded the Senate that the CUNY Campaign is
coming to a close.
c. A. Brewer – Due to his late arrival (1:13 p.m.), this information was presented
after the report from the Committee on Instruction and Professional
Development. A. Brewer noted he had no report, but D. Gonsher reminded that
questions which had been asked in the September or October Senate meeting had
not yet been answered including a comparison of numbers to previous years. A.
Brewer noted he believed he had reported that information to the SEC and didn’t
have the report in front of him. He believed the numbers were essentially the
same. He promised to bring the information back in February. F. Moore asked
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him to formally present the information including providing a written report to
the Senate.
d. N. Ritze – N. Ritze reported on the Middle States periodic review report. The
College’s accreditation was continued with a monitoring report due in 2016.
7. Committee Reports
a. Academic Standing: no report
b. Curriculum: (see report) No further items to report.
c. Governance and Elections: A. McInerney announced the committee anticipates
forwarding significant amendment recommendations to the governance plan next
semester. McInerney, with respect to the anticipated amendments to the
governance plan, made a notice of intent to the Senate that the recommendations
will include faculty reorganization. McInerney noted that the committee intends
to recommend eliminating divisional organization within the College. McInerney
reminded the group that elections for faculty to serve on the Senate will occur
this coming spring semester.
d. Instruction and Professional Development: V. Walker reported the
committee had reviewed the presidential grant submissions and forwarded their
recommendations on to the President. He referred the Senate to the faculty and
staff satisfaction survey content analysis and recommendations he provided (see
reports).
e. Space, Facilities, and Physical Plant: No one present to report.
f. Student Activities: no report
g. Student Government Association: Q. Price reported SGA initiated a
Math/Biology Challenge that included free tutoring. He noted they gave out 2
laptops. Price noted the SGA has been doing activities with groups on campus
including the Office of Career Transfer and the Men of Color Initiative. He
recounted that a Halloween party had occurred. Price announced that SGA has
12 scholarships worth $6,000 total: $2,000 for international students and $4,000
for local students. Additionally, three televisions are up and running around
campus with campus announcements.
h. University Faculty Senate: L. Lawton reported UFS met this past Tuesday for
the end-of –the-year meeting. He noted the community college caucus met and
discussed Pathways and its impact at the community college level. As chair of
the Student Affairs committee, Lawton noted they are working with the USS to
encourage all CUNY students to collaborate with both faculty and
administration. H. Skinner asked regarding SEEK and College Discovery
funding for BCC. Lawton noted UFS is working with Vice-Chancellor Sanchez
to address scholarship disparities between the four-year and two-year schools. B.
Wigfall asked if the UFS had set up a meeting with the USS Chair. Lawton
noted they had and he will be at that upcoming meeting. F. Moore called an end
to the discussion due to time.
i. University Student Senate: Y. Amegatsey reported the USS held an awards
ceremony last month. He noted BCC was the only school not to receive any
awards. He also noted that no BCC students were elected as vice-chairs in the
elections last month. He noted a concern about the negative impact a lack of
participation has on students and encouraged faculty and staff to provide more
advice and support to students to become more involved as well as seek out
scholarships. To counter the deficit, Amegatsey reported three of the SGA
members became members of three separate USS committees. He also reported
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the USS had successfully lobbied to keep Article 15 as it is currently written,
thus eliminating the proposed language that would have penalized students for
remaining quiet during a hearing. Questions were asked and answered. F.
Moore suggested faculty, during advising, encourage students to apply for
scholarships.
j. Vice-Presidents and Deans: F. Moore reported there was no quorum at the last
meeting.
k. Community Relations and Special Events: R. Ben-Nun reported on
recommendations sent from the committee to Governance and Elections
regarding membership qualifications. One concern was that SGA members are
currently not allowed to be on the committee, only non-SGA students. The
committee suggested changing that to allow SGA members to serve. The
committee also wants to add a permanent member from Strategic Initiatives to
the committee. Ben-Nun introduced the 3-question survey the committee will be
using to collect data on campus outreach. He noted it will be sent to the head of
all departments before going to any other offices on campus.
8. President’s Report: (see report) Interim President E. Martí reported on two specific items
from the report. He noted that enrollment, as of today, is at 3,937 while the target is 8,000.
Martí also reported the Pinkerton Foundation provided a $100,000 donation yesterday.
Questions were asked and answered. Martí noted that 1,667 students currently cannot
register for the spring semester due to funding issues. A. McInerney asked regarding the
background of the Pinkerton Foundation. Neither Martí nor E. Bayardelle had the
requested information but promised to gather same.
9. Announcements and Reports:
a. Chairperson and Faculty Council: F. Moore reported on the use of clickers for
elections. The recommendation from the SEC is to beta test their use in the
spring. To that end, F. Moore noted the importance of Senators arriving early to
facilitate a timely signing in process. Finally, Moore announced that additional
meetings of SEC and Faculty Council would occur on January 9th and15th,
respectively, for the purpose of selecting representatives on the Presidential
search committee. Moore noted that he would send out an email to the Faculty
Council calling for nominations to that committee that day or no later than the
following day. Questions were asked and answered.
b. Vice-Chairperson: no report
c. BCC, Inc.: no report
d. Auxiliary Enterprises: no report
10. New Business: Due to time constraints, no new business was raised.
11. Adjournment: 1:50 P.M.
Respectfully Submitted,

Debra Gonsher, Secretary
with assistance by Dr. Teresa Fisher, Department of Communication Arts and Sciences
BCC Senate Minutes 12/11/2014
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Handouts:
 Curriculum report
 President’s Report
 Rules for Elections
 Faculty/Staff Survey results (2)
 Strategic plan
 List of nominees for BCC, Inc.
 5 nomination letters for BCC, Inc. (Bernard, Fang, Jones, Reid, Vuagniaux)
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
of the City University of New York
Curriculum Committee
To:
From:
Date:
Subject:

1.

Members of the College Senate
Professor Howard A. Clampman,
Chairperson Curriculum Committee
December 11, 2014
Report of Actions by the Curriculum Committee through 12/09/2014

Actions previously reported to the Senate
(a)

Changes to existing courses – Course number, title, hours, credits &
description change – revised course to be included in Flexible Core A

Course Title

Date approved by Curriculum Committee

1. From: SPN 10 – Spanish for Heritage Speakers
To:
SPN 110 – Introductory Spanish for Heritage Speakers
(Unanimous show of hands)

(b)

Proposed New Course to be included in Flexible Core A

Course Title
1. FRN XX (FRN 113 Proposed) – Intermediate French Language and Culture
(Unanimous show of hands)

(c)

Date approved by Curriculum Committee
10-28-14

Changes to existing courses – Course description change – revised course
to be included in Flexible Core A

Course Title
1.

10-28-14

Date approved by Curriculum Committee

PHL 90 – Introduction to Religion (Unanimous show of hands)

(d)

10-28-14

Proposed New Course to be included in Flexible Core A

Course Title
1. ITL XY (ITL 113 Proposed) – Intermediate Italian Language and Culture
(Unanimous show of hands)
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Date approved by Curriculum Committee
11-11-14
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(e)

Changes to existing courses – Course description change

Course Title
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

Date approved by Curriculum Committee

ENG 24 – Great Writers of English Literature I
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 25 – Great Writers of English Literature II (Unanimous show of
hands)
ENG 33 – Modern American Short Story
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 47 – Latino Literature (existing Flexible Core B course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 48 – Afro-Caribbean Literature (existing Flexible Core A course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 50 – US Literature and Thought I (existing Flexible Core B course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 51 – US Literature and Thought II (existing Flexible Core B course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 53 – The Black Writer in American Literature (existing Flexible Core
B course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 56 – Children’s Literature (existing Flexible Core D course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 57 – Introduction to Woman’s Literature (existing Flexible Core D
course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 61 – Shakespeare (existing Flexible Core C course)
(Unanimous show of hands)
ENG 154 – Black Poetry (existing Flexible Core B course)
(Unanimous show of hands)

(f)

11-11-14
11-11-14
11-11-14
11-11-14
11-11-14
11-11-14
11-11-14

11-11-14
11-11-14

11-11-14
11-11-14

Proposed New Course to be included in Flexible Core D

Course Title
1. POL 69 (formerly experimental course)– Introduction to Politics
(Unanimous show of hands)

2.

11-11-14

Date approved by Curriculum Committee
11-11-14

Actions reported to the Senate for the first time
(a)

None
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none

SPN 10 Spanish for Heritage Speakers

Course

4 rec
4
An intensive introductory course with
emphasis on reading and writing for students
of Hispanic heritage born and/or educated in
the United States who demonstrate aural
comprehension. The course will consist of
Spanish grammar, selected readings, and
essay writing.

[ x ] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
___ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World
Not applicable

Effective

Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive,
WAC, etc)
General Education
Component

Liberal Arts

Requirement
Designation

Prerequisite
Co-requisite
Hours
Credits
Description

AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the Department of Modern Languages
FROM
TO
Modern Languages
Departments
Departments
Course
Prerequisite
Co-requisite
Hours
Credits
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive,
WAC, etc)
General Education
Component

Effective

Modern Languages

SPN 110 Introductory Spanish for Heritage
Speakers
Placement test
3 rec, 1 conf/rec

3
This is an introductory course with emphasis on
speaking,reading and writing for students of
Hispanic heritage who have not been schooled in
the language, but who demonstrate aural
comprehension. The course will consist of
Spanish grammar, selected readings, and essay
writing. The course aims to reinforce and expand
on students’ familiarity with Hispanic and Latin
American culture, which serves as a context for
the development of linguistic skills, such as
speaking proficiency, reading comprehension,
lexical
expansion,
spelling,
writing,
and
grammatical accuracy. A placement test indicating
the 110 level is required for enrollment in this
course.

[ x ] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_x_ Flexible
_x_ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World
Fall 2015
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Rationale: The new course number marks this course as a Pathways Common Core course in line with other such courses in the department. The
new course title specifies that this is a course for heritage speakers at an introductory level specifically.
The new pre-requisite of a placement test is required to ensure that students who enroll are at the appropriate level for this course.
The new course description reflects more completely the content of the course as it is taught now. Finally, the course is changed to 3 credits, 3 rec
hours and 1 conf hour in order to fit with the Pathways Common Core structure.
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BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
DEPARTMENT of MODERN LANGUAGES

SPANISH 110 – SYLLABUS
PROFESSOR: _______________________ EMAIL:________________________@bcc.cuny.edu
OFFICE: CO-_________________SECTION:_________________PHONE (718) 289-_________

Course Title: Introductory Spanish for Heritage Speakers
3 credits
COURSE DESCRIPTION:
This is an introductory course with emphasis on speaking, reading and writing for students of
Hispanic heritage who have not been schooled in the language, but who demonstrate aural
comprehension. The course will consist of Spanish grammar, selected readings, and essay
writing. The course aims to reinforce and expand on students’ familiarity with Hispanic and Latin
American culture, which serves as a context for the development of linguistic skills, such as speaking
proficiency, reading comprehension, lexical expansion, spelling, writing, and grammatical accuracy.
A placement test indicating the 110 level is required for enrollment in this course.

REQUIRED TEXT:
Manual de gramática y ortografía para hispanos, by María Elena Francés Rubén Benítez.
2nd Edition, Prentice Hall, 2013. ISBN: 020569652X
About the book: Manual de gramática y ortografía para hispanos was designed specifically for
those students who hear and/or speak Spanish at home and therefore have some proficiency in the
oral language but who, at the same time, have not yet mastered the written language. Manual de
gramática y ortografía para hispanos is a first-year course that covers the common core of first-year
material, but is geared to heritage speakers. It focuses in a targeted way on the grammar and spelling
which the students lack, while emphasizing speaking, reading and writing in Spanish. According to
María Polinsky, “heritage language is the language which was first for an individual with respect to
the order of acquisition but has not been completely acquired because of the switch to another
dominant language.”
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS: We will also work with a number of short supplementary
texts, which I will distribute to you. In addition, other types of cultural representations such as short
films, video clips, music and art, will at times be used in the class as supplementary instructional
material.

Student Learning Outcomes:
1. Students will gather information about the Spanish language, and Hispanic and Latin American
culture, from a variety of sources. These sources will include the textbook, and also short articles,
essays, and journalistic or literary pieces, which will be distributed by the instructor.

Curriculum Committee report to the College Senate 12/11/14
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2. Students will use critical reasoning to identify and analyze structural elements in Spanish in class
assignments and on tests. Students will also analyze cultural representations by and of Latin
Americans and Hispanics/Latinos, as well as assess cultural stereotypes, in the writing assignments
and compositions.
3. Using the information they have gathered, students will produce oral and written texts such as
presentations, oral and written summaries, response pieces, essays, and compositions, that reference
and present arguments on the cultural and linguistic material studied.
4. Students will analyze, compare and contrast several cultural practices and products of Hispanic and
Latin American societies to those of the United States and other cultures that they may know firsthand. In so doing, they will analyze cultural features from more than one point of view. Journal
entries, summaries and response pieces, compositions, and oral presentations are among the exercises
students will employ.
5. Through directed readings, writing assignments, and in-class discussions, students will analyze the
role that issues of race, ethnicity, gender and language play within Hispanic culture, society, and the
world in general.
6. Students will understand, speak, read and write in Spanish at a high beginning or low intermediate
level, in interactive activities and oral presentations, and through written assignments such as
summaries, response pieces, short essays, and compositions.
HOMEWORK and CLASS PARTICIPATION: Homework will be assigned and collected at the
beginning of every class period. Participation is essential for your success in this class. Points from
your participation grade will be deducted if your homework is not completed. Many homework
assignments and readings are necessary preparation for activities in subsequent classes that require
class participation; therefore, if you have not prepared the homework you will miss the opportunity to
participate and take full advantage of the class.

ATTENDANCE: Attendance and participation are fundamental to succeed in this course.
Attendance is mandatory. Students may miss four (4) class hours for any reason (personal, medical,
work, etc.). The fifth (5th) absence and every subsequent absence will cause the loss of two points off
the FINAL COURSE GRADE. Even if you are an active participant in the sessions, missing classes
will lead to a low participation grade. Medical or other type of emergencies may be considered as
excused absences after review of justification. You should arrive on time. Three late arrivals or early
departures by more than 10 minutes equal one absence. If a student arrives late, s/he must speak with
the professor at the end of class to make sure that a tardy mark was registered in the class book
instead of an absence.

TUTORING: Tutoring is available for Spanish. A tutoring schedule will be distributed at the
beginning of the semester. Tutorials are free of charge. While this is not mandatory, students are
encouraged to consult our tutors.

2
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EXAMS: Exams will test points of grammar, vocabulary, and communicative competence and
performance. Each exam will also test a specific reading, or readings, from the class material, to be
identified beforehand.
ORAL PRESENTATIONS: Each student will present two of his/her compositions to the class.
Dates have been reserved on the syllabus for these brief presentations; each student will sign up for
two of the dates.

GRADING SYSTEM:
3 Exams (Lowest Exam Grade Dropped)
1 Quiz
4 Compositions
2 Oral presentations (2 of the compositions
will be adapted and presented to the class):
Final Exam
Attendance:
Homework
Participation & Class work

20%
6%
24%
10%
20%
5%
5%
10%

SCHEDULE:
Week 1

Introducción
Readings: “Latinos en los Estados Unidos, ‘El laberinto’”(journalistic pieces). “En
un barrio de Los Ángeles” by Francisco Alarcón (poem). Texts distributed by the
instructor.
The Spanish alphabet; orthographic contrasts between Spanish and English, and
how to use a dictionary.
Presentación del curso
El alfabeto español
Vocales, diptongos y sílabas. La sílaba tónica.

Week 2

Capítulo 1
Readings: “Mi nombre” by Sandra Cisneros (poem) and “El futuro del español en
Estados Unidos” (newspaper article). Texts distributed by the instructor.
Las reglas de la acentuación escrita
Ortografía: el sonido /k/
Quiz on accentuation.

Week 3

Capítulo 1
Readings: “Mareo escolar” by José Antonio Burciaga (short story) and “On the
music of Celia Cruz” (journalistic). Texts distributed by instructor.
Lectura: Vocabulario y preguntas de comprensión. (Rubén Benítez, pages 14-17)
EXAMEN 1

Week 4

Capítulo 2
Lecturas/Readings: “Las raices de los mexicanoamericanos” (journalistic) and
“Se arremangó las mangas” by Rosaura Sánchez (short story). Texts distributed

3
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instructor.
Accentuation and punctuation.
Composición 1: Una leyenda.
Informe: Una cultura indígena
El sustantivo y pronombres de sujeto.
Las partes de la oración.
Oral Presentations.

Week 5

Capítulo 2
Lecturas/Readings: “Mi acento” by Jorge Ramos (essay) and “Homenaje a los
padres chicanos” by Abelardo Delgado (poem). Texts distributed by instructor.
Response piece due the next class period.
El sustantivo: concordancia.
Análisis sintáctico.
Lectura: Vocabulario y preguntas de comprensión
Ortografía: la “c” y los homófonos de “c” y “s”.
Oral Presentations

Week 6

Capítulo 3
Lecturas/Reading: excerpts (in Spanish translation) from Hunger of Memory by
Richard Rodríguez. Text distributed by instructor. Response piece (in-class writing
assignment). Translating and interpreting in English and Spanish.
Composición 2: La creación del mundo
El artículo: usos y contrastes con el inglés.
Ortografía: la “z”
Lectura: Vocabulario y preguntas de comprensión. Rubén Benítez, pages 43-45.
Oral Presentations.

Week 7

Capítulo 3
Lecturas/Readings: La carta” by José Luis González (short story) and “A José
Martí” by Julia de Burgos (poem). Texts distributed by instructor.
Repaso 1
El acento diacrítico: práctica
El adjetivo descriptivo.
EXAMEN 2

Week 8

Capítulo 4
Lecturas/Readings: excerpts from Cómo se come una guayaba by Esmeralda
Santiago (novel). Text distributed by instructor. Response piece due next class
period.
Adjetivos posesivos y demostrativos
Composición 3: Mi personalidad

Week 9

Capítulo 4
Lecturas/Readings: La plena” (informational piece on Puerto Rican folk music).
“Los cubanos y cubanoamericanos” (informational piece on contemporary Cuban
history). Texts distributed by instructor.
Película
El adjetivo: comparaciones. Ortografía: homófonos de “s” y “z”
Oral presentations
4
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Week 10

Capítulo 5
Lecturas/Readings: Excerpts from “Mi raza” by José Martí (essay) and “Balada
de los dos abuelos” by Nicolás Guillén (poem). Texts distributed by instructor.
Response piece due next class period.
El verbo y la conjugación. El presente de los verbos regulares.
El presente: verbos irregulares
Ortografía: el uso de la “h”
Oral Presentations

Week 11

Capítulo 5
Lecturas/Readings: Excerpts from “Antes de que anocheza” by Reinaldo Arenas
(autobiography) and “La torre de Babel” by Belkis Cuzs Malé (editorial). Texts
distributed by instructor.
El complemento (objeto) directo.
Lectura: Vocabulario y preguntas de comprensión. Rubén Benítez, pages 90-94.
Composición 4: La Identidad. Analyse the identity of a character in one of the
literary pieces we have read and discussed in class.
Oral Presentations

Week 12

Capítulo 6
Lecturas/Readings: “España ayer y hoy” (informational piece on medieval and
contemporary Spain) and excerpts from “Calés y payos” by Juan de Dios Ramirez
Heredia (ethnography on Spanish gypsies). Texts distributed by instructor.
Response piece due the next class period.
Los tiempos del pasado: el pretérito indefinido y el pretérito imperfecto.
Pretérito de verbos regulares: tablas de conjugación
Pretérito de verbos irregulares: tablas de conjugación
Ortografía: la “b” y la “v”. EXAMEN 3

Week 13

Capítulo 6
El pretérito imperfecto
El complemento indirecto
Gustar y verbos similares
Oral Presentations

Week 14

Capítulo 6
Lecturas/Readings: “Proverbios y cantares” by Antonio Machado (poems) and
“La guitarra” by Federico García Lorca (poem). Texts distributed by instructor.
Descripción y narración
Lectura: Vocabulario y preguntas de comprensión. Rubén Benítez, pages 114-117.

Week 15

FINAL EXAM

5
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CUNY Common Core
Course Submission Form
Instructions: All courses submitted for the Common Core must be liberal arts courses. Courses may be submitted for only one area of the Common
Core. All courses must be 3 credits/3 contact hours unless the college is seeking a waiver for another type of Math or Science course that meets
major requirements. Colleges may submit courses to the Course Review Committee at any time. Courses must also receive local campus
governance approval for inclusion in the Common Core.&
College
Course Prefix and
Number (e.g., ANTH 101,
if number not assigned,
enter XXX)
Course Title
Department(s)
Discipline
Credits
Contact Hours
Pre-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)
Co-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)

Bronx Community College
SPN 110

Catalogue Description

This is an introductory course with emphasis on speaking, reading and writing for students of Hispanic heritage who have not been
schooled in the language, but who demonstrate aural comprehension. The course will consist of Spanish grammar, selected readings,
and essay writing. The course aims to reinforce and expand on students’ familiarity with Hispanic and Latin American culture, which
serves as a context for the development of linguistic skills, such as speaking proficiency, reading comprehension, lexical expansion,
spelling, writing, and grammatical accuracy. A placement test indicating the 110 level is required for enrollment in this course.

Special Features (e.g.,
linked courses)
Sample Syllabus

Introductory Spanish for Heritage Speakers
Modern Languages
Spanish
3
3
Placement test
N/A

4 scheduled hours
Syllabus must be included with submission, 5 pages max recommended
Indicate the status of this course being nominated:
current course

revision of current course

a new course being proposed

CUNY COMMON CORE Location
Please check below the area of the Common Core for which the course is being submitted. (Select only one.)
Required
English Composition
Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
Life and Physical Sciences

April&2,&2012&

Flexible
World Cultures and Global Issues
US Experience in its Diversity
Creative Expression

Individual and Society
Scientific World

&
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&
Learning Outcomes
In the left column explain the course assignments and activities that will address the learning outcomes in the right column.

II. Flexible Core (18 credits)
Six three-credit liberal arts and sciences courses, with at least one course from each of the following five areas and no more than two courses in any discipline or
interdisciplinary field.
A. World Cultures and Global Issues
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
Students will gather information about the Spanish language, and Hispanic
and Latin American culture, from a variety of sources. These sources will
include the textbook, and also short articles, essays, and journalistic or
literary pieces, which will be distributed by the instructor.

• Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of

Students will use critical reasoning to identify and analyze structural
elements in Spanish in class assignments and on tests. Students will also
analyze cultural representations by and of Latin Americans and
Hispanics/Latinos, as well as assess cultural stereotypes, in the writing
assignments and compositions.

• Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.

Using the information they have gathered, students will produce oral and
written texts such as presentations, oral and written summaries, response
pieces, essays, and compositions, that reference and present arguments on
the cultural and linguistic material studied.

• Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support

view.

conclusions.

A course in this area (II.A) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:

Students will analyze, compare and contrast several cultural practices and
products of Hispanic and Latin American societies to those of the United
States and other cultures that they may know first-hand. In so doing, they
will analyze cultural features from more than one point of view. Journal
entries, summaries and response pieces, compositions, and oral
presentations are among the exercises students will employ.

• Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or
interdisciplinary field exploring world cultures or global issues, including, but not
limited to, anthropology, communications, cultural studies, economics, ethnic
studies, foreign languages (building upon previous language acquisition),
geography, history, political science, sociology, and world literature.
• Analyze culture, globalization, or global cultural diversity, and describe an event
or process from more than one point of view.

• Analyze the historical development of one or more non-U.S. societies.
• Analyze the significance of one or more major movements that have shaped the
world's societies.

Through directed readings, writing assignments, and in-class discussions,
students will analyze the role that issues of race, ethnicity, gender and
language play within Hispanic culture, society, and the world in general.

• Analyze and discuss the role that race, ethnicity, class, gender, language, sexual

Students will understand, speak, read and write in Spanish at a high
beginning or low intermediate level, in interactive activities and oral
presentations, and through written assignments such as summaries,
response pieces, short essays, and compositions.

• Speak, read, and write a language other than English, and use that language to

orientation, belief, or other forms of social differentiation play in world cultures or
societies.

respond to cultures other than one's own.

&
April&2,&2012&

&
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____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

Fall 2015

__x_ Flexible
_ _x__ World Cultures
____ US Experience in its Diversity
____ Creative Expression
_____Individual and Society
_____Scientific World

Modern Languages
[x] Undergraduate [ ] Graduate
[ x ] Regular [ ] Compensatory [ ] Developmental [ ] Remedial
French Language
113
Intermediate French Language and Culture
An intermediate course in French language and culture, stressing intermediate language structures and
communicative work in listening, speaking, reading and writing. Students will work with authentic literary
texts and French and Francophone cultural material.
Prerequisite: FRN 12 or 112 or placement.
3
3
[x ] Yes [ ] No

Section AIV: New Courses
AIV.1
Department(s)
Career
Academic Level
Subject Area
Course Number
Course Title
Catalogue Description

Pre/ Co Requisites
Credits
Contact Hours
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, WAC,
etc)
General Education
Component

Effective

Rationale: The Department of Modern Languages is adding a 3 credit, 3 hour Intermediate French language and culture course in line with Pathways
requirements, in order to provide students with more choice in Flexible Core Area A.
Note: This course will fulfill one of the two semesters of a modern language required in the following Pathways-compliant AA Programs: Liberal
Arts and Sciences; also the following Options: International Studies; History; Political Science; Psychology; Sociology. It will fulfill the Modern Language
requirement in the following Liberal Arts and Sciences AA Options: Media Studies; Performing Arts; Speech Pathology. This course will also fulfill the
Common Core Flexible Core A requirement.

PAGE 12 of 53
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BRONX&COMMUNITY&COLLEGE&OF&THE&CITY&UNIVERSITY&OF&NEW&YORK&&
DEPARTMENT&OF&MODERN&LANGUAGES&
!
Course&Number:&&FRN&113&
Course&Title:&INTERMEDIATE&FRENCH&LANGUAGE&AND&CULTURE&
Credits&and&Hours:&&3/3&
&
Professor:&
Email:&
Office&and&Office&Hours:&
&
Course&Description:&&An&intermediate!course!in!French!language!and!culture,!stressing!
intermediate!language!structures!and!communicative!work!in!listening,!speaking,!
reading!and!writing.!!Students!will!work!with!authentic!literary!texts!and!French!and!
Francophone!cultural!material.!!
&
SYLLABUS&
!
Required&text:""Intrigue,"3rd!edition.!!By!Elizabeth!Blood!and!Yasmina!Mobarek.!!Pearson!
(Prentice!Hall):!!Boston,!2011.!!Textbook!companion!website:!
www.pearsonhighered.com/intrigue!
!
STUDENT&LEARNING&OUTCOMES&
&
I.
You!will!gather,!interpret!and!assess!information!on!the!French!language,!
and!about!French!and!Francophone!culture,!from!a!variety!of!print!and!
electronic!documents!contained!for!the!most!part!in!the!textbook!and!its!
supplementary!materials.!!!
II.
You!will!use!critical!reasoning!to!identify!and!analyze!aspects!of!the!French!
language,!and!French!and!Francophone!culture,!in!oral!and!written!
assignments!such!as!short!presentations,!compositions,!and!tests.!!!
III.
Using!information!you!have!gathered,!you!will!produce!oral!and!written!texts!
that!draw!on!elements!of!vocabulary,!grammar!and!culture!that!you’ve!
studied!and!discussed.!!These!texts!may!take!the!form!of!role!play!exercises,!
skits,!journal!or!blog!entries,!letters,!or!compositions.!!!You!will!also,!in!
specific!assignments!or!on!tests,!explain!your!choices!in!certain!
communicative!situations,!based!on!evidence!in!the!linguistic!and!cultural!
systems!of!the!target!language.!
IV.
Through!the!study!of!French,!you!will!be!introduced!to!the!study!of!language!
itself.!!The!information!you!will!gather!about!French!will!allow!you!to!learn!
and!demonstrate!that!aspects!of!French!follow!principles!not!found!in!
English.!!Knowledge!and!ability!that!you!will!acquire!in!French,!in!
pronunciation,!vocabulary,!grammar!and!culture!will!be!applied!in!written!
1
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V.

VI.

and!oral!texts!of!your!own!creation:!!presentations,!skits,!blog!and!journal!
entries,!in!class!assignments!and!on!tests.!
You!will!analyze,!compare!and!contrast!several!practices!and!products!of!
French!and!Francophone!societies!to!those!of!the!United!States!and!other!
cultures!you!may!know!firstShand.!!You!will!use!readings,!video!clips,!
interviews!and!other!resources!from!within!(and!sometimes!outside)!French!
and!Francophone!cultures!to!illustrate!issues!of!diversity!and!investigate!and!
describe,!in!class!work!or!on!tests,!cultural!features!from!multiple!points!of!
view.!
You!will!demonstrate!proficiency!at!a!midS!to!highSintermediate!level!in!
French,!in!listening!comprehension,!speaking,!reading,!and!writing,!in!class!
work!and!on!tests.!
!
GRADING&SYSTEM:&
! 6&tests&(lowest&will&be&dropped):&&40%&
! Final&Exam:&&15%&
! Participation,&including&Skits&and&Role&Play&Exercises:&&10%&
! Two&compositions:&&10%&&
! Oral&Interview:&&10%&
! Homework:&&10%&&
! Attendance:&&5%&
&
Attendance&and&Participation:&&Attendance&and&participation&are&
essential&for&language&acquisition,&and&they&are&required.&&Four&hours&of&
class&time&may&be&missed&without&incurring&any&penalty,&but&after&that,&
each&hour&of&class&time&missed,&without&a&documented&excuse,&will&
lower&your&course&grade&by&1/3&grade.&&In&other&words,&five&hours&of&
class&missed&will&bring&a&B+&to&a&B,&and&so&on.&&Please&contact&me&as&soon&
as&possible&if&a&situation&arises&which&will&affect&your&attendance&so&that&
I&can&help&you&to&avoid&academic&problems.&&
&
Homework:&&Homework&will&be&assigned&daily.&&It&cannot&be&accepted&
later&than&the&day&it&is&due.&
&
Written&work&and&Compositions:&&You&will&do&a&number&of&short&writing&
assignments&in&class.&&You&will&also&write&two&compositions.&&In&each&
case,&you&will&submit&a&first&draft&and&I&will&give&you&feedback&on&the&
draft.&&You&will&then&rewrite&the&composition.&&Your&final&grade&for&each&
will&be&a&composite&of&the&grade&on&the&first&draft&(75%)&and&of&your&
grade&on&the&finished&version&(25%).&&&
&
Skits&and&role&play:&&&Throughout&the&semester,&you&will&be&given&the&
opportunity&to&participate&in&exercises&that&will&allow&you&to&increase&
your&speaking&proficiency&and&fluency.&&These&will&include&role&play&
2
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exercises&and&skits&which&will&be&prepared&and&performed&either&as&ina
class&activities,&or&in&some&cases,&outside&of&class.&&&&
Exams:&&There&will&be&six&chapter&tests.&&The&lowest&grade&will&be&
dropped.&&Each&chapter&contains&grammar,&vocabulary,&cultural&material&
and&readings.&&We&will&work&with&all&of&these&areas&and&all&will&figure&in&
the&tests.&&&
&
Oral&Interview:&&You&will&participate&in&an&oral&interview&with&the&
instructor&at&the&end&of&the&semester.&&You&will&have&the&chance&to&
prepare&a&very&brief&presentation&to&begin&the&exchange.&&After&your&
presentation,&I&will&ask&you&followaup&questions,&and&then&other&
questions,&as&well,&all&coming&out&of&the&themes,&structures,&and&
vocabulary&we&have&studied&in&FRN&113.&&&You&will&be&given&more&details&
at&a&later&date,&and&a&choice&of&topics&to&prepare.&&The&main&goal&of&the&
oral&interview&is&to&demonstrate&a&good&level&for&a&FRN&113&student,&and&
the&ability&to&communicate.
Final&Exam:&&For&the&final&exam&you&will&be&asked&to&review&the&most&
important&aspects&the&course&material.&&A&checklist&for&study&will&be&
distributed&and&the&last&week&of&class&we&will&review&together.&
PROGRAMME:&
(This&schedule&is&tentative.&&It&is&your&responsibility&to&be&aware&of&any&
changes.)&
&
Week&1:&& Introduction!au!cours.!!Chapitre!1:!Un!séjour!en!Louisiane,!
Episode!1.!
!
Week&2:& Chapitre!1,!Un!séjour!en!Louisiane,!Episodes!2!et!3.!Test&1&
!
Week&3:&& Chapitre!2,!Une!recette!créole.!!Episodes!1!et!2.!!!
!
Week&4:! Chapitre!2,!Une!recette!créole,!Episode!3.!&Role&play&exercises&and&
skits.&&Test&2.&
!
Week&5:! Chapitre!3,!En!vogue!à!Paris.!!Episodes!1!et!2.!!Composition&1.!
!
Week&6:!!!! Chapitre!3,!En!vogue!à!Paris.!!Episodes!3.!!Test&3.&&&
!
Week&7:! Chapitre!4,!Une!famille!francophone.!Episodes!1!et!2.!
!
Week&8:!!! Chapitre!4,!Episode!3.!!Test&4.!!Role&play&exercises&and&skits.!
!
Week&9:!! Chapitre!5,!Les!conseils!d’un!Français.!!Episodes!1!et!2.!!
Composition&2.!
3
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!
Week&10:!!Chapitre!5,!Les!conseils!d’un!Français.!!Episode!3.&&Test&5.&&&
Week&11:! Interlude.!!Review.!!!
!
Week&12:!!Chapitre!6,!Une!mésaventure!martiniquaise.!Episodes!1!et!2.!
!
Week&13:!!Chapitre!6,!Une!mésaventure!martiniquaise.!Episode!3.&&Test&6.&&&
&
Week&14:& Oral&Interviews.&&Final&Exam&Review.&
&
Week&15:!!&FINAL&EXAM:&&TIME,&DATE&and&PLACE&to&be&announced.!
!

4
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CUNY Common Core
Course Submission Form
Instructions: All courses submitted for the Common Core must be liberal arts courses. Courses may be submitted for only one area of the Common
Core. All courses must be 3 credits/3 contact hours unless the college is seeking a waiver for another type of Math or Science course that meets
major requirements. Colleges may submit courses to the Course Review Committee at any time. Courses must also receive local campus
governance approval for inclusion in the Common Core.&
College
Course Prefix and
Number (e.g., ANTH 101,
if number not assigned,
enter XXX)
Course Title
Department(s)
Discipline
Credits
Contact Hours
Pre-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)
Co-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)

BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
FRN 113

Catalogue Description

An intermediate course in French language and culture, stressing intermediate language structures and communicative work in
listening, speaking, reading and writing. Students will work with authentic literary texts and French and Francophone cultural material.

Special Features (e.g.,
linked courses)
Sample Syllabus

Intermediate French Language and Culture
MODERN LANGUAGES
French Language
3
3
FRN 12 or 112 or placement.
N/A

Attached
Indicate the status of this course being nominated:
current course

revision of current course

a new course being proposed

CUNY COMMON CORE Location
Please check below the area of the Common Core for which the course is being submitted. (Select only one.)
Required
English Composition
Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
Life and Physical Sciences

Flexible
World Cultures and Global Issues
US Experience in its Diversity
Creative Expression

Individual and Society
Scientific World

Learning Outcomes
In the left column explain the course assignments and activities that will address the learning outcomes in the right column.

April&2,&2012&

&
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&
II. Flexible Core (18 credits)
Six three-credit liberal arts and sciences courses, with at least one course from each of the following five areas and no more than two courses in any discipline or
interdisciplinary field.
A. World Cultures and Global Issues
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
Students will gather, interpret and assess information on the French
language, and about French and Francophone culture, from a variety of
print and electronic documents contained for the most part in the textbook
and its supplementary materials.

• Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of

Students will use critical reasoning to identify and analyze aspects of the
French language, and French and Francophone culture, in oral and written
assignments such as short presentations, compositions, and tests.

• Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.

Using information they have gathered, students will produce oral and written
texts that draw on elements of vocabulary, grammar and culture that they’ve
studied and discussed. These texts may take the form of role play
exercises, skits, journal or blog entries, letters, or compositions. They will
also, in specific assignments or on tests, explain their choices in certain
communicative situations, based on evidence in the linguistic and cultural
systems of the target language.

• Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support

view.

conclusions.

A course in this area (II.A) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:
Through the study of French, students will be introduced to the study of
language itself. The information they will gather about French will allow
them to learn and demonstrate that aspects of French follow principles not
found in English. Knowledge and ability that they will acquire in French, in
pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and culture, will be applied in written
and oral texts of their own creation: presentations, skits, blog and journal
entries, in class assignments and on tests.

• Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or
interdisciplinary field exploring world cultures or global issues, including, but not
limited to, anthropology, communications, cultural studies, economics, ethnic
studies, foreign languages (building upon previous language acquisition),
geography, history, political science, sociology, and world literature.

Students will analyze, compare and contrast several practices and products
of French and Francophone societies to those of the United States and
other cultures they may know first-hand. They will use readings, video clips,
interviews and other resources from within (and sometimes outside) French
and Francophone cultures to illustrate issues of diversity and investigate
and describe, in class work or on tests, cultural features from multiple points
of view.

• Analyze culture, globalization, or global cultural diversity, and describe an event
or process from more than one point of view.

• Analyze the historical development of one or more non-U.S. societies.
• Analyze the significance of one or more major movements that have shaped the
world's societies.

• Analyze and discuss the role that race, ethnicity, class, gender, language, sexual
Students will demonstrate proficiency at a mid- to high-intermediate level in
French, in listening comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing, in class
work and on tests.

orientation, belief, or other forms of social differentiation play in world cultures or
societies.
• Speak, read, and write a language other than English, and use that language to
respond to cultures other than one's own.

&
April&2,&2012&

&
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Departments

History

TO

History

AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the History Department
FROM

ENG 01 and RDL 01 if required

Departments

Prerequisite

ENG 02 and RDL 02 if required

PHL 90 Introduction to Religion

Co-requisite

3

Course

ENG 02 or RDL 02 if required
Hours

PHL 90 Introduction to Religion

Co-requisite
3

Course

Hours

Prerequisite

Credits

Credits
Description

Description

[ x ] Yes [ ] No

3
Humanistic and academic orientation to study
of religion, treating each of the major world
religions systematically. Course includes both
historical and contemporary material.

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts

Writing Intensive
____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

__x Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
_x_ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World
Fall 2015
Effective

___ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_ __ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World

____ Not Applicable

Writing Intensive

[ x ] Yes [ ] No

3
Religions are belief systems explaining the world
and the place of human beings in it in terms of
sacred truths. These truths may be passed down
orally or in writing (scripture) in the form of stories,
songs, commandments, dances, or ceremonies.
This course looks at six different current religions:
Hinduism, Buddhism, Daoism, Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam from the points of view of
their history, beliefs, practices, and philosophy.

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc)
General Education
Component

Effective

Flexible Core D: Individual and Society.

Rationale: Catalog description altered to provide more detail and information and syllabus adjusted to reflect Pathways learning outcomes for
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Bronx Community College-CUNY
PHL 90 – Introduction to Religion
3 credits, 3 hours
Course Description
Religions are belief systems explaining the world and the place of human beings in it in terms of
sacred truths. These truths may be passed down orally or in writing (scripture) in the form of stories,
songs, commandments, dances, or ceremonies. This course looks at six different current religions:
Hinduism, Buddhism, Daoism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam from the points of view of their
history, beliefs, practices, and philosophy.
Intensive Writing Component
This is a “writing intensive” section: in addition to in-class, informal writing exercises and homework
assignments, each student will have to prepare a short paper of 5-6 pages (typed, double-spaced), the
details of which will be found under the Grading Component for Papers. You will be expected to
rewrite this paper at least once after receiving back my comments. Rewriting is also used in this course
for “writing to learn.” Questions on the in-class tests and final exam will come directly from the
homework assignments and the short paper.
Learning Outcomes
This course is designed to meet the requirements of the Individual and Society portion of the Pathways
Flexible Core. The chart below shows the Pathways Learning Outcomes for this course and the
exercises designed to help students master this knowledge and these skills.
(Learning Outcomes) Students who successfully
complete this course will be able to:
Gather, interpret, and assess information from a
variety of sources and points of view.

Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or
analytically.
Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments
using evidence to support conclusions.
Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and
methods of a discipline (religion) exploring the
relationship between the individual and society.

Examine how an individual’s place in society
affects experiences, values, or choices.
Identify and engage with local, national, or global
trends or ideologies, and analyze their impact on
individual or collective decision-making.

Exercises designed to impart this knowledge and these
skills:
In short written assignments and thesis-driven essays,
students will use primary sources to determine how each
religion addresses the ten basic components of a religious
world-view.
In thesis-driven essays, students will evaluate evidence
from primary sources to look for similarities and
differences in the world-views of the covered religions.
In thesis-driven essays, students will use primary source
material in constructing their arguments regarding
similarities and differences among different religions.
In homework assignments and exams, students will use
material from the textbook and primary sources to
document the fundamental concepts of each religion and
the roles or expectations of humans within the specific
cosmologies.
In written assignments, students will explore how the
world-view of each religion studied has shaped the lives
of its members.
Examine source material on the latest developments in
each of the religious traditions studied, with special
emphasis on movements that reject secularization (the rise
of intolerant fundamentalism across the religious
spectrum).
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Course Policy
Because we all come from different cultures and faiths, there are two things we have to keep in mind in
reading about, discussing, and writing about this material: sacred means “worthy of reverence or
worship,” and religio is Latin for “respect for what is sacred.” No one is required to agree with
anything any of these religions say in order to pass this course, but everyone is required to treat these
religions with respect. Learning to treat the beliefs with which you disagree respectfully is an
important part of your personal and academic development, an essential component of citizenship in a
diverse society.
Required Materials:
Matthews, Warren. World Religions. 7 edition. Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Cengage, 2013
(ISBN-10: 1-111-83472-5 or ISBN-13: 978-1-111-83472-2).
Additional Primary Source Materials posted on Blackboard
th

Grading
25%
5%
20%
25%
25%

Short paper (grade on final draft)
Attendance
Homework Assignments
Best in-class Test (two tests, lower grade dropped)
Final Exam

Grading Components
Paper: Each student will prepare a short paper (5-6 pages: typed, double-spaced). Besides treating the
beliefs and development of each religion historically, World Religions looks at the world-view of each
religion in terms of ten components (themes): a religion’s views of 1) the Absolute, 2) the world, 3)
human nature, 4) the problem for humans, 5) the solution to that problem, 6) community and ethics, 7)
interpretation of history, 8) rituals and symbols, 9) what happens when we die, and 10) its relationship
to other religions. You will need to pick three of these themes for your paper. In your paper you will
explain how two religions covered in class and one religion not covered in class treat these three
themes, illustrating your points with quotations from the religions’ own texts. You will be expected to
rewrite this paper at least once after receiving back my comments. Only the grade on the final draft
will count towards your grade for the course. Drafts, rewrites, and final papers will not be accepted
after their deadlines.
Attendance: Students are expected to attend class regularly and on-time. Any unavoidable absence
accompanied by written proof (a doctor’s note, summons, jury duty notice, funeral program, or
emergency room or hospital admittance report) will be excused with special provision for military
service per college policy. Accumulation of more than six class hours of unexcused absence will result
in the loss of the 5% Attendance component of your grade. Arriving late for class three times will
count as one hour of unexcused absence.
In- Class Tests: Twice during the term (at the end of the 5th week and the 10th week), students will be
tested in class on the same questions assigned for homework. The best of the two test grades will go
into the calculation of your grade for the course; the lower grade will be dropped. No make-up tests
will be given.
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Final Exam: At the end of the term, students will take a cumulative final exam based on the questions
assigned for homework and covered in the short papers. An INC grade for a missed final exam will be
given only if all other coursework has been completed with a passing grade.
Homework Assignments: Below is a list of the assignments for each week of class. Where the words
“Key Concepts” appear, you must turn in short paragraphs in your own words explaining any four of
the listed concepts. Where the words “Key Divisions” appear, you must turn in a one-page essay
explaining the main differences in beliefs and/or practices of any three of these divisions. Where the
words “Individual and Society” appear, you must turn in a one-page essay explaining any one of the
issues listed. No homework assignment will be accepted late. Students who cannot come to class on
the day an assignment is due may submit that assignment as an email attachment no later than the end
of that class meeting. Each of the 13 homework assignments is worth a maximum of 10 points with up
to 100 Homework points being included in the calculation of your grade for the course.
Assignments:
Each chapter in the textbook is divided into two sections. The first tells the history of the religion and
explains its key concepts. The second explains that religion’s worldview, the differences between its
divisions, and current issues with other faiths. Before the start of the first week devoted to that religion,
you should have read the first section of the textbook chapter.
Week One:
Introduction: Religious world-views and the “ten concepts.” Read textbook pages 1-13.
Hinduism, Part One: read textbook pages 71-85
Key Concepts: Karma, Samsara, Moksha, Brahman, the Four Castes, Trimurti
Week Two:
Hinduism, Part Two: read textbook pages 86-108 and documents posted on Blackboard
Individual and Society: caste prejudice and modernization; Hindu-Muslin relations in India.
Week Three:
Buddhism, Part One: read textbook pages 109-130
Key Concepts: Nirvana, Buddha, Boddhisatva, the Four Noble Truths
Week Four:
Buddhism, Part Two: read textbook pages 130-150 and documents posted on Blackboard
Key Divisions: Theravada, Mahayana, Chan/Zen, Tantric
Week Five:
In-Class Test One (covers Hinduism and Buddhism)
Daoism, Part One: read textbook pages 177-183
Key Concepts: Yin-Yang, Dao, Wuwei, Three Purities, Eight Immortals
Week Six:
Daoism, Part Two: read textbook pages 183-187, 147-150 and documents posted on Blackboard
Individual and Society: Religion and Government in China and Tibet
Week Seven:
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Judaism, Part One: read textbook pages 245-268
Key Concepts: Covenant, Torah, Rabbi, Kasruth, Sabbath
Week Eight:
Judaism, Part Two: read textbook pages 269-288 and documents posted on Blackboard
Individual and Society: Zionism and the Law of Return (who is a Jew)
Week Nine:
Short Paper Draft #1 Due
Christianity, Part One: read textbook pages 289-300 and documents posted on Blackboard
Key Concepts: Christ, Sacrament, Gospel, Apostle/Apostolic Succession, Trinity
Week Ten:
Christianity, Part Two: read textbook pages 300-334 and documents posted on Blackboard
Key Divisions: Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, Anglican/Episcopal, Presbyterian,
Evangelical, Mormon, Christian Science
Week Eleven:
In-Class Test Two (covers Daoism, Judaism, and Christianity)
Islam, Part One: read textbook pages 335-354 and documents posted on Blackboard
Key Concepts: Tawhid, Five Pillars, Imam, Mahdi, Prophet/Messenger, Shari’a
Week Twelve:
Islam, Part Two: read textbook pages 354-374 and documents posted on Blackboard
Key Divisions: Sunni, Shi’ite, Sufi, Taliban, Wahhabi, Nation of Islam, Druse
Week Thirteen:
Review textbook pages 289-293, 310-315, and 360-368
Individual and Society: relations between the Abrahamic faiths in secular and religious societies
Week Fourteen:
Short Paper Final Draft Due
Globalization and the Birth of New Religions: read textbook pages 377-392
Key Concepts: Ba’hai, Falun Gong, Scientology, Wicca, Rastafarianism, Orishas,
Unification Church, Science as a religion
Final Exam (covers all religions studied)
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CUNY Common Core
Course Submission Form
Instructions: All courses submitted for the Common Core must be liberal arts courses. Courses may be submitted for only one area of the Common
Core. All courses must be 3 credits/3 contact hours unless the college is seeking a waiver for another type of Math or Science course that meets
major requirements. Colleges may submit courses to the Course Review Committee at any time. Courses must also receive local campus
governance approval for inclusion in the Common Core.!
College
Course Prefix and
Number (e.g., ANTH 101,
if number not assigned,
enter XXX)
Course Title
Department(s)
Discipline
Credits
Contact Hours
Pre-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)
Co-requisites (if none,
enter N/A)

Bronx Community College
PHL 90

Catalogue Description

Religions are belief systems explaining the world and the place of human beings in it in terms of sacred truths. These
truths may be passed down orally or in writing (scripture) in the form of stories, songs, commandments, dances, or
ceremonies. This course looks at six different current religions: Hinduism, Buddhism, Daoism, Judaism, Christianity, and
Islam from the points of view of their history, beliefs, practices, and philosophy.

Special Features (e.g.,
linked courses)
Sample Syllabus

Writing Intensive

Introduction to Religion
History
History
3
3
ENG 01 and RDL 01 if required
ENG 02 and RDL 02 if required

Sample syllabus attached
Indicate the status of this course being nominated:
current course

revision of current course

a new course being proposed

CUNY COMMON CORE Location
Please check below the area of the Common Core for which the course is being submitted. (Select only one.)
Required
English Composition
Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
Life and Physical Sciences

!

Flexible
World Cultures and Global Issues
US Experience in its Diversity
Creative Expression

Individual and Society
Scientific World

!
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Learning Outcomes
In the left column explain the course assignments and activities that will address the learning outcomes in the right column.

II. Flexible Core (18 credits)
Six three-credit liberal arts and sciences courses, with at least one course from each of the following five areas and no more than two courses in any discipline or
interdisciplinary field.
D. Individual and Society
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.
In short written assignments and thesis-driven essays, students will
use primary sources to determine how each religion addresses the ten
basic components of a religious world-view.
In thesis-driven essays, students will evaluate evidence from primary
sources to look for similarities and differences in the world-views of
the covered religions.
In thesis-driven essays, students will use primary source material in
constructing their arguments regarding similarities and differences
among different religions.

• Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of
view.

• Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.

• Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support
conclusions.

A course in this area (II.D) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:
In homework assignments and exams, students will use material from
the textbook and primary sources to document the fundamental
concepts of each religion studied and the roles or expectations of
humans within the specific cosmologies.
In written assignments, students will explore how the world-view of
each religion studied has shaped the lives of its members.

• Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or

interdisciplinary field exploring the relationship between the individual and
society, including, but not limited to, anthropology, communications, cultural
studies, history, journalism, philosophy, political science, psychology, public
affairs, religion, and sociology.
• Examine how an individual's place in society affects experiences, values, or
choices.
• Articulate and assess ethical views and their underlying premises.

• Articulate ethical uses of data and other information resources to respond to
problems and questions.

Examine source material on the latest developments in each of the
religious traditions studied, with special emphasis on movements that
reject secularization (the rise of intolerant fundamentalism across the
religious spectrum).

• Identify and engage with local, national, or global trends or ideologies, and
analyze their impact on individual or collective decision-making.

!
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Section AIV: New Courses
AIV.1
Department(s)
Career
Academic Level
Subject Area
Course Number
Course Title
Catalogue Description

Modern Languages
[x] Undergraduate [ ] Graduate
[ x ] Regular [ ] Compensatory [ ] Developmental [ ] Remedial
Italian language
113
Intermediate Italian Language and Culture

Pre/ Co Requisites
Credits
Contact Hours
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, WAC, etc)
General Education Component

Prerequisite: Italian 12 or 112 or placement.
3
3
[x ] Yes [ ] No

Effective

This intermediate course in Italian language and culture advances language skills and communicative work in listening,
speaking, reading and writing. Students will familiarize with authentic literary texts and Italian cultural themes.

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

__x_ Flexible
__x__ World Cultures
____ US Experience in its Diversity
____ Creative Expression
_____Individual and Society
_____Scientific World

Fall 2015

Rationale: The Department of Modern Languages is adding a 3 credit, 3 hour Intermediate Level Italian course in line with Pathways
requirements.
Note: This course will fulfill one of the two semesters of a modern language required in the following Pathways-compliant AA
Programs: Liberal Arts and Sciences; also the following Options: International Studies; History; Political Science; Psychology;
Sociology. It will fulfill the Modern Language requirement in the following Liberal Arts and Sciences AA Options: Media Studies;
Performing Arts; Speech Pathology. This course will also fulfill the Common Core Flexible Core A requirement.
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DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BRONX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 24 Great Writers of English Literature I
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite
To read works of important authors of English
literature from the author of Beowulf to Pope,
including Chaucer, Shakespeare, Donne, and
Milton. This reading and survey course seeks to
give the student a working understanding of the
major authors of each period, of various types of
literature, and of the important relationship
between literature and human history. The student
will write one critical or research paper. There will
be individual conferences.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

_X__ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Surveys major authors' works from the Middle
Ages through the Restoration and the
Eighteenth Century in England. The course will
cover Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Swift,
Pope, and Behn among others. This survey
course seeks to give the student a working
understanding of the major authors of each
period, of various genres of literature, and of the
important relationship between literature and
history. The course will require critical essays,
including a researched paper.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

__X_ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2015

Rationale: The wording of the first part of this description was updated to provide a clearer explanation of the historical range of this
survey course. In addition, as practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least
one essay that features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding the sentence at the end of this
course description in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 25 Great Writers of English Literature II
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite
To continue the reading and survey of important
English literary figures, from Wordsworth to the
present day. Authors included are Romantic
poets, major Victorians, Georgians and such
modern writers as Shaw, Yeats, Joyce, Eliot,
Conrad, Lawrence, Woolf, Forster and Dylan
Thomas. There will be a critical or research paper
and individual conferences.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

__X_ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Surveys the works of major English and
Anglophone authors from the Romantic era to
the present day. The course will include writers
such as Blake, Wordsworth, the Brownings,
Hopkins, Yeats, Joyce, and Achebe among
others. This course introduces students to the
major authors and genres of each period and
examines them in their historical/cultural
context. The course will require critical essays,
including a researched paper.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

__X_ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2015

Rationale: The wording of this description was updated to provide a clearer explanation of the historical range of this survey course, a more
inclusive canon of representative authors, and a more direct explanation of the purpose and goals of the class. In addition, as practiced, all ENG
Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that features researched, documented material from
secondary sources. We are adding the sentence at the end of this course description in order to normalize the wording across these elective
courses, making the descriptions of required writing assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 33 Modern American Short Story
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite
Description
To trace the origin and development of
the American short story, with special
emphasis on current trends. The student
will be expected to develop critical skill in
reading and evaluating the short story. A
critical or research paper will be required
and students will be encouraged to write a
short story.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

__X_ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Traces the origin and development of
the American short story, with special
emphasis on current trends. The
student will be expected to develop
critical skill in reading and evaluating the
short story. The course will require
critical essays, including a researched
paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

__X_ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
__ Flexible
__ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 47 Latino Literature
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite

Introduction to prominent writers from a
range of Latino literary traditions.
Representative literary works from
Mexican-American, Dominican-American,
Cuban-American, Puerto Rican and other
Latino writers are read and analyzed.
Critical writings, including a research
paper, are required.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
__ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Introduction to prominent writers from a
range of Latino literary traditions.
Representative
literary works from Mexican-American,
Dominican-American, Cuban-American,
Puerto Rican
and other Latino writers are read and
analyzed. The course will require critical
essays, including a researched paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
__ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 48 Afro-Caribbean Literature
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite

Introduction to prominent writers from
Africa and the Caribbean. Representative
literary works are read and analyzed.
Critical writings, including a research
paper, are required.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Introduction to prominent writers from
Africa and the Caribbean.
Representative literary works are read
and analyzed. The course will require
critical essays, including a researched
paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

_X_ Flexible
_X_ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

_X_ Flexible
_X_ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 50 U.S. Literature and Thought I
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite

Major themes in U.S. literature, thought
and history from the colonial period to the
end of the Civil War. Selected authors
may include Paine, Cooper, Irving, Poe,
Thoreau, Emerson, and Whitman.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Major themes in U.S. literature, thought
and history from the colonial period to
the end of the Civil War. Selected
authors may include Paine, Cooper,
Irving, Poe, Thoreau, Emerson, and
Whitman. The course will require critical
essays, including a researched paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

_X Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 51 U.S. Literature and Thought II
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite
Description
Major themes in U.S. literature and
thought from the end of the Civil War to
the present. Selected authors may include
Melville, James, Twain, Eliot, Hughes,
Hemingway, and Ellison.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Major themes in U.S. literature and
thought from the end of the Civil War to
the present. Selected authors may
include Melville, James, Twain, Eliot,
Hughes, Hemingway, and Ellison. The
course will require critical essays,
including a researched paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 53 The Black Writer in American
Literature
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department

English

Course

N/C

Credits

N/C
N/C
N/C

Hours
Prerequisite
Co-requisite

Literature by Black American authors;
consideration of the nature of this literature—
its characteristic forms, imagery, archetypes
and styles. Readings include works of
Dunbar, Hughes, Cullen, DuBois, Wright,
Ellison, Jones, and Baldwin, with emphasis
on prose. Critical or research paper required.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Literature by Black American authors;
consideration of the nature of this
literature—its characteristic forms, imagery,
archetypes and styles. Readings include
works of Dunbar, Hughes,
Cullen, DuBois, Wright, Ellison, Jones, and
Baldwin, with emphasis on prose. The
course will require critical essays, including
a researched paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 56 Children’s Literature
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite

Discussions and lectures on history,
development, and critical evaluation of
children’s literature (including works from
other cultures in translation). Children’s
literature will be considered through multiple
critical approaches, including gender, cultural
and psychological criticism. One research
project as well as other written work will be
required, including the opportunity to write a
work for children.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
_X_ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Discussions and lectures on history,
development, and critical evaluation of
children’s literature (including works from
other cultures in translation). Children’s
literature will be considered through multiple
critical approaches, including gender,
cultural and psychological criticism. The
course will require critical essays, including
a researched paper.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
_X_ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that features
researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course descriptions in order to
normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing assignments not only uniform, but also
reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 57 Introduction to Women’s Literature
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite

Introduction to prominent women writers
from various backgrounds, genres, and
periods. Both primary literary works by
women and theory about women’s
literature are read and analyzed.
Critical writings, including a research
paper, are required.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
_X_ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Introduction to prominent women writers
from various backgrounds, genres, and
periods. Both primary literary works by
women and theory about women’s
literature are read and analyzed.
The course will require critical essays,
including a researched paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science
_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
_X_ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World
Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 61 Shakespeare
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite

Introduction to plays and poetry of
Shakespeare. Representative tragedies,
comedies, histories, and poems are read and
analyzed. Poetic and dramatic techniques
and the Elizabethan theatre are studied.
Critical or
research paper required.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Introduction to plays and poetry of
Shakespeare. Representative tragedies,
comedies, histories, and poems are read
and analyzed. Poetic and dramatic
techniques and the Elizabethan theatre are
studied. The course will require critical
essays, including a researched paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
_X_ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
_X_ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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AV: 1 Changes to be offered in the English Department
FROM
Department
English
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

ENG 154 Black Poetry
3
3
ENG 10/11

Co-requisite
Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

TO
Department
Course
Credits
Hours
Prerequisite

English
N/C
N/C
N/C
N/C

Co-requisite

Poetry of all modes by Black American
Poets. Consideration of social
environments producing this literature;
study of techniques and subjects of
various Black poets.

[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

Description

Requirement
Designation
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, etc.)
General Education
Component

Poetry of all modes by Black American
Poets. Consideration of social
environments producing this literature;
study of techniques and subjects of
various Black poets. The course will
require critical essays, including a
researched paper.
[ X] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

_X_ Flexible
___ World Cultures
_X_ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
___ Individual and Society
____ Scientific World

Effective Date

Fall 2015

Rationale: As practiced, all ENG Dept. literature electives require students to write critical essays, including at least one essay that

features researched, documented material from secondary sources. We are adding this sentence to the end of our course
descriptions in order to normalize the wording across these elective courses, making the descriptions of required writing
assignments not only uniform, but also reflective of actual practice in the courses.
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Section AIV: New Courses

ENG 02 and RDL 02, if necessary
3
3
[ x ] Yes [ ] No

____ Not Applicable
____ Required
____ English Composition
____ Mathematics
____ Science

Fall 2015

_x__ Flexible
___ World Cultures
___ US Experience in its Diversity
___ Creative Expression
__x_ Individual and Society
___ Scientific World

This course is designed to introduce students to the basic concepts, ideas, and theories in the discipline of political
science. Students will explore concepts such as political power, freedom, equality, the relationship of the individual to the
political community, the “good” political community, democracy, and ideology. Students will study ideology and evaluate
contemporary politics through different ideological perspectives.

Social Sciences
[ x ] Undergraduate [ ] Graduate
[ x ] Regular [ ] Compensatory [ ] Developmental [ ] Remedial
Political Science
POL 69
Introduction to Politics

New Course in the Department of Social Sciences
Department(s)
Career
Academic Level
Subject Area
Course Number
Course Title
Catalogue Description

Prerequisites
Co-requisites
Credits
Contact Hours
Liberal Arts
Course Attribute (e.g.
Writing Intensive, WAC,
etc)
General Education
Component

Effective Date

Rationale:
Introduction to Politics will bring BCC course offerings in political science and the Liberal Arts/Humanities in closer alignment with course offerings at
other CUNY colleges. Offering this course in Pathways Flexible Core Area D gives students greater flexibility and choice in courses of study en route
to degree completion.
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POL 69 – Introduction to Politics (3 credits, 3 REC)
Pre-requisite: ENG 02 and RDL 02 (if necessary)
Bronx Community College – Dept. of Social Sciences

Instructor:
Office:
Email:
Phone:
Office Hours:

Course Description:
This course is designed to introduce students to the basic concepts, ideas, and theories in the
discipline of political science. Students will explore concepts such as political power, freedom,
equality, the relationship of the individual to the political community, the “good” political
community, democracy, and ideology. Students will study ideology and evaluate contemporary
politics through different ideological perspectives.
_____________________________________________________________________

Student Learning Outcomes:
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to do all of the following•
•
•

•
•

•

Gather, interpret, and assess information about contemporary political affairs from a number of
sources including the textbook, primary source materials, and newspaper articles.
Through writing assignments and/or exams analyze, compare, and critically evaluate the
different conceptions of democracy (liberal, social, and people’s democracy).
Produce a well-reasoned essay that reflects their analytical and critical engagement with different
ideologies and the application of those ideologies to contemporary politics. Students will choose
a policy issue – e.g., taxes, the government role in the economy, affirmative action, abortion,
free-trade globalization – then explain, analyze, and critique it from the perspective of two
political ideologies. Students will assess which of the two ideological perspectives they find
more convincing in evaluating the policy issue.
Through writing assignments and/or exams analyze the nature of power, political authority,
liberty, equality, and the state from different ideological perspectives.
Through writing assignments and/or exams analyze and critically evaluate the different notions
of the individual and his/her relation to the society and political community that are presented by
liberalism, conservatism, socialism, fascism and other ideologies.
Through writing assignments and/or exams identify, assess, and differentiate between political
ideologies, including their different conceptions of human nature and their ethical assumptions
underpinning a “good” political community.
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Grades and Evaluation:
There will be FOUR multiple choice/short essay exams (20% each), research essay (10%),
attendance/class participation (10%).

Four Exams (80%):
Four Exams will be administered throughout the semester. Each exam will be worth 20% of
students’ final grade. Students will be notified in advance of exam dates; all students are
encouraged to utilize the department tutor or see the instructor with any questions/ concerns
regarding test format, content, etc.
Research Essay (10%):
In the second half of the course, students will be asked to choose a public policy scenario (taxes,
affirmative action, healthcare, abortion, etc.) and asked to submit a thoughtful, well-developed 4
page essay evaluating and comparing that policy through the lens of two differing ideological
positions. Finally, students will be asked to assess which perspective they find the most
compelling in explaining and evaluating the policy of their choosing.
Attendance (10%):
Per departmental policy, attendance will be kept and factored into overall student assessments. Students
are expected to attend regularly and arrive on time. Late attendance will be noted. Any student who is
absent for a total of 5 hours or more (2 times late = 1 absence) will be penalized 10% on their final
grade.

Required Material:
POL69 will use T. Ball and R. Dagger’s Political Ideologies and the Democratic Ideal, 9th
edition (Pearson 2014), which is available at the campus bookstore, as well as through a variety
of online mediums (Amazon, etc.).
Additional readings are all posted on Blackboard. All readings on Blackboard are required
readings for the course. Please access Blackboard. Print and read the reading assignments.
Please bring the week’s readings to class.
How to Access Blackboard:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to: CUNY Portal https://cunyportal.cuny.edu/cpr/authenticate/portal_login.jsp
Type in your username and password
Left side box (Applications/Resources) click on Blackboard
Right side box (My Courses) click on the Introduction to Politics POL 69 course
Left side box click on Content
Click on and print the appropriate reading
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______________________________________________________________________________

The Fine Print:
Decorum:
Finally, a note about classroom decorum: as mentioned, please arrive on time, but if you do
arrive late, please do not disrupt class with your presence (e.g. Turn your music off before you
quietly and apologetically slip into class, etc.). Furthermore, refrain from the seduction that is
your cell phone for the hour long duration of class and do not allow it to become a distraction
(for your classmates or yourself). Additionally, please engage your instructor and peers
respectfully and appropriately- we all enrich the classroom space with our own unique insights,
viewpoints, and experiences, BUT we will not communicate these things at the expense,
disrespect, or denigration of others (whether they are present in the class or not). The idea here is
to be collaborative, not combative; some of our conversations WILL border on the provocative,
but WILL NOT be derogatory (to any parties therein discussed). Lastly, if students do contact
the instructor via email (which they are very much encouraged to do), please treat such messages
as professional, business communications (translation: punctuation, caps, headers, etc.) and not
informal text-speak exchanges. Please provide your name and course time in the message, such
that I can best respond to your questions.
______________________________________________________________

Course Outline:
Week 1 - Introduction
Week 2 - Three Dimensions of Power—“Power and Participation,” excerpt John Gaventa
(reading posted on Blackboard)
Week 3 - Chapter 1 Ideology and Ideologies/Political Socialization
Week 4 - Chapter 2 The Democratic Ideal
Three Conceptions of Democracy—Liberal, Social, and People’s Democracy
EXAM 1
Week 5 - Chapter 3 Liberalism
Classical liberalism vs. welfare state liberalism
Week 6 - Chapter 4 Conservatism
Week 7

- Chapter 5 Socialism and Communism: Thomas More to Karl Marx

Week 8

- Chapter 6 Socialism and Communism after Marx

EXAM 2
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Week 9

- Chapter 7 Fascism

Week 10 - Anarchism (reading posted on Blackboard)
Week 11 - Chapter 10 Political Islam
EXAM 3
Ideology and Contemporary Political Debates
Week 12 - Poverty, Inequality and Welfare--Why are People Poor and How to Address Poverty?
Three views: Conservative, Liberal, and Socialist in Which Side are You On?, excerpt
Stephen Shalom
(readings posted on Blackboard)
Week 13 - Social Issues: Accounting for, and Remedying Disparities—Racism and
Affirmative Action
The End of Racism, excerpt Dinesh D’Souza
“Reverse Racism: Or How the Pot Got to Call the Kettle Black,” Stanley Fish
New York Times, Room for Debate series, “Should Affirmative Action Be Based on
Income?” various authors
(readings posted on Blackboard)
Week 14 - Globalization:

“How Wal-Mart is (Mis) Shaping the Global Economy,” Richard Wilson and “Two
Cheers for Sweatshops,” Nicholas Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn
(readings posted on Blackboard)
EXAM 4 / RESEARCH ESSAY DUE
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CUNY Common Core
Course Submission Form
Instructions: All courses submitted for the Common Core must be liberal arts courses. Courses may be submitted for only one area of the Common
Core. All courses must be 3 credits/3 contact hours unless the college is seeking a waiver for another type of Math or Science course that meets
major requirements. Submission of this form to the Course Review Committee is unrelated to college governance procedures for course approvals.
College
Course Number
Course Title
Department(s)
Discipline
Subject Area

Bronx Community College
POL 69
Introduction to Politics
Social Sciences
Political Science
Individual and Society

Credits
Contact Hours
Prerequisites
Co-requisites
Catalogue Description

3
3
ENG 02 and RDL 02 (if necessary)

Sample Syllabus

Attached

This course is designed to introduce students to the basic concepts, ideas, and theories in the discipline of political science. Students
will explore concepts such as political power, freedom, equality, the relationship of the individual to the political community, the “good”
political community, democracy, and ideology. Students will study ideology and evaluate contemporary politics through different
ideological perspectives.

Indicate the status of this course being nominated:
current course

revision of current course

a new course being proposed

CUNY COMMON CORE Location
Please check below the area of the Common Core for which the course is being submitted. (Select only one.)
Required
English Composition
Mathematical and Quantitative Reasoning
Life and Physical Sciences

!

!

Flexible
World Cultures and Global Issues
US Experience in its Diversity
Creative Expression

Individual and Society
Scientific World

!

!
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Learning Outcomes
In the left column explain the assignments and course attributes that will address the learning outcomes in the right column.

II. Flexible Core (18 credits)
Six three-credit liberal arts and sciences courses, with at least one course from each of the following five areas and no more than two courses in any discipline or
interdisciplinary field.
D. Individual and Society
A Flexible Core course must meet the three learning outcomes in the right column.

•

•

Students will gather, interpret, and assess information about contemporary
political affairs from a number of sources including the textbook, primary
source materials, and newspaper articles.
Through writing assignments and/or exams students will analyze, compare,
and critically evaluate the different conceptions of democracy (liberal, social,
and people’s democracy).

• Gather, interpret, and assess information from a variety of sources and points of

Students will produce a well-reasoned essay that reflects their analytical
and critical engagement with different ideologies and the application of
those ideologies to contemporary politics. Students will choose a policy
issue – e.g., taxes, the government role in the economy, affirmative action,
abortion, free-trade globalization – then explain, analyze, and critique it from
the perspective of two political ideologies. Students will assess which of the
two ideological perspectives they find more convincing in evaluating the
policy issue.

• Produce well-reasoned written or oral arguments using evidence to support

view.

• Evaluate evidence and arguments critically or analytically.

conclusions.

!
•
A course in this area (II.D) must meet at least three of the additional learning outcomes in the right column. A student will:
•

•

•

Through writing assignments and/or exams analyze the nature of power,
political authority, liberty, equality, and the state from different ideological
perspectives.

• Identify and apply the fundamental concepts and methods of a discipline or

Through writing assignments and/or exams analyze and critically evaluate
the different notions of the individual and his/her relation to the society and
political community that are presented by liberalism, conservatism,
socialism, fascism and other ideologies.

• Examine how an individual's place in society affects experiences, values, or

Through writing assignments and/or exams identify, assess, and
differentiate between political ideologies, including their different
conceptions of human nature and their ethical assumptions underpinning a
“good” political community.

• Articulate and assess ethical views and their underlying premises.

interdisciplinary field exploring the relationship between the individual and
society, including, but not limited to, anthropology, communications, cultural
studies, history, journalism, philosophy, political science, psychology, public
affairs, religion, and sociology.

choices.

•

• Articulate ethical uses of data and other information resources to respond to
problems and questions.

• Identify and engage with local, national, or global trends or ideologies, and
analyze their impact on individual or collective decision-making.

!

!

!
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President’s Report to the Senate Executive Committee
December 8, 2014
BCC News
We are all aware of the sad death of our student, Anthony Martinez. We are making necessary
arrangements to grant him the Associate Degree posthumously at Commencement.
Middle States Commission on Higher Education Action of November 20,12014
To accept the Periodic Review Report and to reaffirm accreditation: To request a monitoring report, due
April 1, 2016, documenting further implementation of (1) the institution's new strategic plan, articulating
institutional and unit level goals that reflect conclusions drawn from assessment results and establish clear
linkages with CUNY Performance Management Process (PMP) goals (Standard 2); (2) an organized and
sustained process for the periodic review of non-academic units, with evidence that results are used to
improve programs and services (Standard 7); and (3) an organized and sustained process to assess the
achievement of institutional and program level student learning outcomes in service areas and academic
programs, with evidence that assessment information is shared with appropriate constituencies and used
to improve teaching and learning (Standard and 14). The next evaluation visit is scheduled for 2018 2019.
Budget
As we approach the end of the semester, I pleased to report that significant progress has been made
toward stabilizing the College.
The very difficult actions taken during the last two months resulted in reducing the budget gap to
$700,000. However, this is dependent on achieving an annualized FTE enrollment of 8144. Let's hope we
can achieve this goal.
Enrollment
As of today, we have enrolled total FTE's as of today is 3,597. Total college headcount is 4,670. We are at
44.97% of goal.
Communications and Marketing
We are advertising again in a long while. We are using a modest amount of OTPS funds from the
President's Office budget and some funds from the Auxiliary budget to place ads in local newspapers
and Channel 12. We are also distributing leaflets at local businesses and, hopefully, at the entrance of
the subway stations near the College.
Advisement
Academic Advisement is now under the auspices of Academic Affairs. Three new advisors have been
hired as part of the STEM initiative and are in the process of being trained. Changes to the structure of
advisement are being planned to improve student outcomes (persistence, retention, and completion).
Economic Development
The Chancellor has made it clear that he wants to position CUNY as a major player in the economic
development of NYC. For example, as the only Bronx college in START-UP NY, an initiative from New
York State Governor Cuomo that creates tax- free zones on and around college and university campuses
across the state, BCC is leveraging this distinction into opportunities for its students.

TW 12.8.14 | Office of the President

On December 2nd, I met with BCC Foundation members; it is our hope to further engage them in our
fundraising efforts.
Information Technology
Five digital monitors have been installed throughout the campus. Three in Roscoe Brown, one in Loew
Hall and one in Meister Hall, more to follow.
Finally, at this busy time of finals, shopping and travel approaches, let me wish all you a safe and happy
holiday season and a wonderful New Year.

TW 12.8.14 | Office of the President

Bronx Community College Senate
Committee on Governance and Elections
Rules and Procedures for the College Senate
Passed committee on November 11, 2014 (7-0-0)
I.

Election Procedures: College Senate
A. Conduct of elections
i. Election for student senators shall take place each year in the Spring semester.
ii. Election for faculty and staff seats shall take place every two years (odd years) in
the Spring semester.
iii. Elections of At-large Senate seats:
1. The Committee on Governance and Elections shall publically announce
the election calendar for upcoming elections no later than the first
Senate meeting of the semester in which the elections are to occur.
Such calendar shall be constructed so that official results are publicized
no later than May 1 of the given election year.
2. For faculty and staff elections, there shall be a nominations period of no
less than 10 calendar days in which eligible faculty and staff may be
nominated for Senate seats. Nominations shall occur by means of selfnomination. Eligible persons shall nominate themselves by notifying the
chairperson of the Committee on Governance and Elections or their
designee.
3. No later than seven calendar days from the close of the nominations
period, the Committee on Governance and Elections shall publically
announce the official list of nominees.
4. For faculty and staff elections, there shall be an election period of no
less than 10 calendar days during which eligible voters shall be able to
cast ballots. Elections to the College Senate shall occur by means of
secret ballot.
5. No later than seven calendar days from the close of balloting, the
Committee on Governance and Elections shall meet to certify the
election results. The highest vote getters (counted from the total
number of votes cast) shall be deemed elected. For unopposed
elections, candidates must receive a majority of affirmative votes cast to
be elected. The elections results shall be maintained in official
committee minutes.
6. No later than three calendar days from certifying the elections, the
Committee on Governance and Elections shall publically announce a list
of successfully elected candidates. The detailed election results,
including the vote count, shall be presented to the Senate as part of the
committee’s official report.
iv. Election of departmental Senate seats:
1. At the May departmental meetings in the year of general, at-large
Senate elections, each department shall conduct elections for
departmental senate representative, as well as elections to the senate
committees of the Senate. If the department elects an alternate

II.

departmental representatives, such election must take place at the
same meeting.
2. Departmental elections to the Senate and its committees shall be held
by secret ballot. Ballots shall be tallied by two members of the
departmental P&B committee. A nominee will be elected with a
majority of votes cast.
3. The department chair shall notify the Chair of the Senate of the elected
representatives immediately following the election. The detailed
election results, including the vote count, shall be recorded in official
department minutes.
B. Terms of office
A. For elected student senators, terms shall be specified by the Student
Government Association constitution, for a period of one calendar year.
B. For elected faculty and staff senators, terms shall be for a period of two years
beginning the first day following the last day of annual (summer) leave in the
year elections are conducted and ending on the last day of annual (summer)
leave.
Election Procedures: Officers of the Senate
A. Officers pro tempore
i. From the end of the term of Senate officers until the election of new Senate
officers, there shall be the following officers pro tempore:
1. The Senate Chair pro tempore shall be a senator-elect who has held the
highest of the following elected offices in the immediately preceding
Senate: (1) Chair of the College Senate; (2) Chair of the Faculty Council;
(3) Vice-chair of the Faculty Council; (4) Secretary of the Senate; (5)
Secretary of the Faculty Council; (6) Chair of the Committee on
Governance and Elections. If no senator-elect has held any of the
preceding offices, the President of the Student Government Association
shall serve as Senate Chair pro tempore.
2. The Senate Secretary pro tempore shall be designated by the Senate
Chair pro tempore.
ii. The Chair pro tempore shall be responsible for fulfilling all duties of the chair
until the election of a new Senate Chair.
iii. The Chair pro tempore shall be responsible for developing an agenda for the
first meeting of the new Senate.
B. Calendar
i. Immediately following regularly-scheduled Senate elections, the Executive
Committee shall prepare a calendar for elections for officers of the Senate. The
calendar shall be publically announced, and shall be reported by the Senate
Chair both to the last regularly-scheduled Senate meeting following the
announcement of the elections results, as well as to all newly-elected Senators.
ii. In the September following regularly-scheduled general Senate elections, there
shall be a special meeting of the Senate organized prior to the first regularlyscheduled Senate meeting. The sole purpose of this meeting shall be to accept
nominations of Senate officers.
iii. During the period between the special nominations meeting and the first
regularly-scheduled Senate meeting, all nominees shall have the opportunity to
present information or materials in support of their election.

iv. Elections to all offices of the Senate shall take place at the first regularlyscheduled meeting of the Senate following the nominations meeting.
v. Elections of the student officer of the Senate shall take place at the first
regularly-scheduled meeting of the Senate in the Fall semester.
C. Nominations
i. All elected senators may nominate eligible members of the Senate to hold
Senate office.
ii. Nominees shall be present at the nominations meeting in order to accept
nomination.
iii. For the student officer of the Senate, the President of the Student Government
Association shall make the first nomination.
iv. Following the close of the nominations meeting, the Chair pro tempore shall
publicize the final list of nominees prior to the first Senate meeting.
D. Conduct of elections
i. As the first order of business at the first regularly-scheduled meeting of the
Senate in the Fall following general Senate elections, Senate officers shall be
elected. Each election shall include a period of discussion and debate.
ii. To be elected, a nominee must receive the affirmative vote of a majority of the
body.
iii. In the case of elections involving more than two candidates, if no candidate
receives a majority vote, there shall be a second round of discussion and voting.
If after the second round, no candidate receives a majority vote, the lowest
vote-getter shall be dropped from candidacy and a new vote shall take place.
This process shall continue until an officer is elected.
E. Terms of office
i. The term of office for all Senate officers shall commence immediately following
their election.
ii. The term of office for the student officer of the Senate shall conclude on the
firstlast day of annual (summer) leave following their election.
iii. The term of office for faculty officers of the Senate shall conclude on the first
day of annual (summer) leave following the next general Senate elections.

III.

Election Procedures: Senate Committees
A. Conduct of elections
i. Standing committees of the Senate shall elect a chair and a recording secretary.
ii. Committee elections shall be held every two years at the first committee
meeting following general faculty Senate elections.
iii. Elections shall be conducted by the preceding committee chairperson. If the
preceding committee chairperson is not a member of the committee, the
elections shall be conducted by the preceding recording secretary. If neither of
the preceding committee officers are members of the committee, the
committee shall be convened and elections conducted by the chairperson of the
College Senate.
iv. To be elected, committee officers shall receive the affirmative vote of a majority
of the body.
v. In the case of elections involving more than two candidates, if no candidate
receives a majority vote, the lowest vote-getter shall be dropped from

candidacy and a new vote shall take place. This process shall continue until an
officer is elected.
B. Terms of office
i. Committee officers shall be elected for a term of two years.
ii. The term of office for committee officers shall commence immediately following
their election.
iii. The term of office for committee officers shall conclude at the end of the Spring
semester in the year of general Senate elections following their election.

Bronx Community College Strategic Plan (2015-20)
Building a Community of Excellence (with changes as of 11-12-14)
Mission
Bronx Community College serves students of diverse backgrounds, preparations and aspirations by
providing them with an education that is both broad in scope and rigorous in its standards. We offer
students access to academic preparation that provides them with the foundation and tools for success
in their educational and/or professional plans and instills in them the value of informed and engaged
citizenship and service to their communities.
Vision
Bronx Community College will effectively invest in each student’s success by engaging with them in an
integrative and supportive environment that facilitates the development and achievement of their
educational and career goals. Graduates will be prepared to understand, thrive in, and contribute to a
21st -century global community marked by diversity, change, and expanded opportunities for lifelong
learning and growth.
Values
 Respect
 Integrity
 Engagement
 Excellence
 Empowerment

GOALS: 2015-20
GOAL 1: BUILD A COMMUNITY OF EXCELLENCE
1. Foster continuous improvement with use of analysis and evidence driving all academic, student
support and administrative decisions.
2. Promote mentoring and professional development at all levels across the College to support the
learning and development of all members of the campus community.
3. Foster a culture of collaboration, integration and alignment of curriculum, student support and
administrative processes.

GOAL 2: EMPOWER STUDENTS TO SUCCEED
1. Promote student engagement, cultural competency and knowledge of college expectations and
community standards
2. Assure a cohesive academic experience (from pre-college through post-graduation) including clear
pathways, organized experiences, and consistent communications with clear oversight and
accountabilities in place.
3. Provide efficient, accessible, user-friendly, and integrated student services and support structures
that address the holistic needs and well-being of every BCC student.

BCCOIR/NR updated 11-12-14

GOAL 3: DEEPEN STUDENT LEARNING
1. Promote and reinforce active teaching and learning for application among all faculty members
2. Promote integrated faculty development.
3. Promote and encourage excellent teaching and scholarship (including scholarship-of-teaching) in
promotion and tenure processes.

GOAL 4: DEVELOP WORLD CITIZENS
1. Develop sustainable and mutually beneficial partnerships within local and global communities.
2. Engage the College (including faculty, staff, students) and community partners as active civic
participants and leaders in local and global initiatives.
3. Expand and develop purposeful campus life experiences for students to promote leadership,
personal development, civic engagement, cultural immersion and cultural competency.

GOAL 5: CULTIVATE A 21ST CENTURY CURRICULUM
1. Review, evaluate, update and develop programs to maintain currency and congruence with the
College’s mission.
2. Strengthen program outcomes by maintaining formal linkages with four-year colleges and industry.
3. Promote mastery of a strong general education in all programs (through the Implementation and
assessment of the CUNY Pathways core curriculum)

GOAL 6: ENHANCE THE CAMPUS ENVIRONMENT
1. Develop and implement strategically focused enhancements to the infrastructure and accessibility
of the campus facilities.
2. Optimize use of campus space and resources to support existing and emerging needs and
opportunities.
3. Invest in and use technology to enhance learning, access information and increase productivity.
4. Protect the security and integrity of the campus infrastructure and environment.
5. Preserve and conserve landmark Campus

GOAL 7: PROMOTE A REPUTATION FOR EXCELLENCE
1.
2.
3.
4.

Build and promote a brand around a learning-centered culture.
Promote pride in BCC.
Engage faculty, staff, students, alumni and supporters in telling their BCC success stories.
Illustrate BCC as a premier institution with branding messages and media sources.
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COMMITTEE ON INSTRUCTION & PROFESSIONAT DEVELOPMENT

2014 FACUTTY AND STAFF SURVEY RECOMMENDATIONS
The survey is divided into five domains and the recommendations for each domain can be found below.

Campus Culture
This is the domain that yielded the most troubling scores and comments. All areas included in this

domain suffered double digit losses in ratings of satisfactory or better since 2011, with the notable
exception of safety and security. Respondents describe working in hostile environrnents, and instances
of abuse and bullying behavior.
While overalljob satisfaction remains relatively high (75%) there is a disturbing downward trend in this
and other areasthat shoutd be addressed, most notably college-wide leadership. The committee

o

r
o

That Leadership formerly acknowledges these trends and begin a systematic process of selfevaluation and reflection that includes feedback from the respective areas served. ln alignment
with the first goal of the strategic plan, "Build a Community of Excellence" those in leadership
positions at all levels should be provided the mentors, training, feedback and support necessary

to be successful.
Methods, modes and manner of communication should be reviewed for evaluation and
improvement. This includes exploring the use of technology (including the use/abuse of the
Broadcast system and email) as well as how decisions are made, deliver:ed and implemented.
Steps toward facilitating collaboration across the campus need
!

to be spelled out.

nstructionat Environment

How members of the community experience the instructional environment seem to be as diverse as
student body itself. Classroom settings and access to technology vary as one moves across the campus.
The committee recommends the following:

o

A report identifliing troubled areas and outlining a realistic plan to refurbish and equip
classrooms in regards to technology be provided to the community. This should also address
improvements in Wi-Fi.

o

The process of assigning classrooms should be made clear.

Personnel Resources
While this domain did not suffer the double digit declines by others, there are still areas that need

improvement.

e
o
o

Gealistic opportunities for promotion and professional development plan should be part of
every new hire orientation and/or annual evaluation process.

lnstitutional support for professional development should be transparent and easier to access.
Evaluation processes need to be transparent and consistent.

Physical Environment
The committee recommends that a strategic plan for addressing construction and repairs to elevators,
bathrooms and buildings be provided to the entire community,. This plan should illustrate target areas
and realistic dates of completion. Plans to improve accessibility to buildings, classrooms and resource
areas by students, staff and faculty with disabilities should also be covered. The impact of construction

on parking, accessibility and general movement across campus needs to be accounted for.
Support Services
'and Registration
The most notable areas of concern in this domain are those concerning Advisement
processes. They seem to exemplify the poor communication, lack of collaboration and disorganization
captured in the Campus Culture domain. Each of these areas have experienced a decline af 22o/o since
}OLL. lt is important to note that although advisement and registration has always been polarizing
items on this campus, these areas were experiencing a steady improvement in ratings from 2008 up
until 2011. lt is easy to imagine that the advent of CUNY 1* and Pathways have played a role in the

ratings decline. What was working and what wasn't?
The proper recruitment, advisement, registration and subsequent completion of a student in a course is
a multi-determined event, shaped by forces within and without the campus, with stakeholders across
the campus community, some with competing interest. The committee is recommending that any
approach to tackling this issue reflect the enormity and complexity of the problem. . This includes
looking not only at the "who" of advisement and registration, but the "how, when, why and what if?" lt
is hard to remain student centered when students are seen at once as population to be served and a
source of revenue; during moments of crisis, we employ tactics that are self-sabotaging at best and
grossly negligent at worst. Competing interest and conflicting values need to be identified,
acknowledged and then reconciled.

o
o
o
o

A firm cut-off date for registering new students that reflects best practices and student
centeredness should be established and respected.
Pro-active responses to crises (such as a collapse in CUNY 1't) need to be developed and
strategies such as late start classes should be explored.
Scheduling and the availability of high demand courses have to be reviewed.

Collaboration among stakeholders has to be encouraged.

Note
The committee recommends that anytime a change is mode or a problem explored because
informotion collected by this survey that the survey ond its porticiponts be ocknowledged.
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Bronx Community College Faculty/Staff Satisfaction Survey Content Analysis Summary
October L4,2Ot4
Overview: Every Spring semester BCC administers a Faculty/Staff Satisfaction survey on behalf of the
Senate Committee on lnstruction and Professional Development. At the September 19,2014 Senate
meeting, there was a discussion about the fact that the survey had not been distributed to the campus
community in Spring 2014. The Senate voted to administer the survey in Fall 2014 as soon as possible.
The survey was made available on Monday (g/22) until Octobe r tO,2O'J,4. A brief summary of responses
is presented below.

I.

CAMPUS CULTURE

A.
B.

c

:*';';:::i:Tffi;'"t :T::l'::L environmen,

D.

E.

F.

II.

Positive Culture -specific (14 responses)
. Pleasant environinent, respect for diversity, recognition of effective, student centered
depa rtments and individuals/safe envir.onment
Negative Culture-specific (16 responses)
r Lack of communication, cooperation, trust
r Poor leadership, incompetency, chaos,/Abusive, bullying, hostile, toxic environment

Negative Culture-general (73 responses)
Hostile, toxic, abusive, disrespectful environment/low morale/lack of communication,
cooperation, trust/ineffective, chaotic, lack of organization/ lneffective, d(organized, abusive
"leaders"
. Students not at center of our work
. Hope for improvement with new leadership
Neutral/Mixed Culture (n=17)
r Campus in flux/variation in culture across campus
Specific Recommendations-(22 responses)
. Mixed responses

.

INSTRUCTIONAL ENVIRONMENT

A. About Students_ (11 responses)
. Students are sincere/have varied skills/ are motivated/balance multiple commitments
B. Ctassrooms and Classroom Technotogy-(33 responses)
. Classroom space/quality varies depending on location/mixed/Classrooms too small/lack proper
C.

technology/poor air conditioning or heat/not available when need/are not assigned according to
technology req uirements/are not properly maintained
Class size/Teaching Load (9 responses)
. Class size too big to provide individual attention students
. Teaching load too big to support student success

D.

Facilities_(6 response)

E.

Campus enriched by many capital projects
Recommendations (7 responses)

F.
1

-

.

.

Help special needs students/add wifi/emphasize pedagogy/don't overtally classes
Negative_(3 responses)
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.

lack of student motivation/climate in social science department poor/Writing Center

G. Positive_(4 miscellaneous responses)
H. lntellectualClimate (8responses)

l.

lack of support for students/improper advisement/disrespectful treatment
Miscellaneous (6 responses)

J.
III.

PERSONNET RESOURCES

A. Salaries/Promotions/Workload (11 responses)
. Salaries too low/raises too low/no strategic use of merit increases/adjuncts
B-

support/must pay for parking
Professional Development_(10 responses)

C.

Campus needs professional development/not enough funding
Payroll/Reimbursement (6 responses)

D.

Miscellaneousresponses
Evaluation (7 responses)

need more

r
.

.
.

Evaluation processes could be better
How about staff evaluating supervisors
Adjunct Support (3 responses)
. Adjuncts should be g.iven more support
Benefits {3 responses)

E.

F.

.

Miscellaneousresponses
Positive Comments (7 responses)
. Professional development good/benefits unit do good j9b/resources adequate
Negative Comments (8 responses)
. Lack of integrity of procedures/too much resources spent on Executive salaries/not enough

G.

H.

money fo r conferences/resea rch

l.

Recommendations (8 mixed responses)

IV.
A.
B.

Positive_(3 responses)

I

C.
D.
E.

F.
2

-

PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT

Beautiful campus/new building
Parking/Traffic (23 responses)
Parking a challenge/need more handicapped spots/pay so much for so few spaces
Campus Construction (10 responses)
Construction challenging/hard to navigate
Bathrooms (27 responses)
poor conditions/shameful/dirty/no hot water/no paper towels/poor:ly equipped

I

r
r

Supplies/Equipment/Duplicating (24 responses)
. Not enough supplies & equipment/purchase my own supplies/access limited
Facilities/Grounds Upkeep and Challenges (28 responses)
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.

Many challenges/facilities run down/poor cleaning/lack of cleanliness/shortage of adequate
classrooms / poor ma intena nce/some im prove ments
Elevators (11 responses)

G.

r

Lack of elevators/need attention/very slow/don't feel safe

H. Cafeteria (15 responses)

.

Too expensive/not enough choice variety
(2
Offices responses)
Offices for adjuncts varies/not enough preparation of offices for new faculty
Handicapped Accessibility (12 responses)

l.

.

J.

r

V.

lnaccessibilityforsome buildings/services

SUPPORT SERVICES

A.

Positive Comments (4 responses)
satisfactory, good, adequate, ok, Library excellent

B.

Advisement/Registration (48 responses)
. Poorly organized/ineffective/chaotic/students suffer/needs complete overhaul
. Advisement should be in Academic Affairs/Academic Advisor:s should be designated to each
academic department/Division constantly reorganized and poorly serying students
Help Desk (6 responses)
'r On top of requests/unahle to support needs
Tutoring (16 responses)
. Not enough tutor services/centralize tutoring/Writing Center excellent
Library (4 comments)
r Library excellent/needs more books/needs more books on reserve
Recommendations (4 responses)
. Broadcast system archaic/registration outmoded/improve lT work order system
Bookstore (3 responses)
. Bookstore not run efficiently/students mistreated in book buying process
CUNYFirsVOther lnformation Systems (6 responses)
. CUNYFirst a disaster/many technical difficulties/lack of integrated systems
Campus Communications (3 responses)
' Too many broadcastsfaculty not aware of all student supports
Miscellaneous (13 mixed responses)

C.
D.

E.

F.
G.

H.

L
J.

.

VI.
A.
B.

OTHER COMMENTS

Positive Comments (7 responses)
Love BCC/strongest departments identified/pleased with office
Next Steps/Recommendations for lnterim President (21 responses)

.

'
.
' r

C.

College needs repair/buildingtrust/healing
undo injustices/evaluate and address dysfunctional leadership
support collaboration/give faculty and staff a voice
Problems (4 responses)

D.

Recommendations about Survey (17 responses)

3

-

r

miscellaneous
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.

E.

F.

4

-

Rectify complaints raised in survey/questions about administration -OlR should
disseminate/add response items
Comments about Past/Current Administration (8 responses)
. Failure to lead/mistreatment of staff/bullying
' Lack of communication/disregard for CUNY and other rules/policies and procudures
r Too many Executive hires/hampering with Search processes
Miscellaneous (9 mixed responses)
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Memorandum
To:

All Members of the BCC Senate

From: Franklin Moore, Chair
Re: Nominates for Board of BCC, Inc.
Date: Wednesday December 10, 2014

At our next meeting we will be selecting a slate of persons to serve on the Board of
BCC, Inc. We need to select a slate of six persons from which President Martí will
select three persons. The nominees are:









Virgena Bernard;
Marcia Jones;
Ahmed Reid;
Sheldon Skaggs;
Florence Tanaka-kuwashima;
QuanLei Fang;
Carmen Meyers;
Anne Vuagniaux

Each of the above persons were invited to attend and/or submit a statement in support
of their candidacy. The statements are being forwarded together with this document.

12/9/14
Members of the Senate,
I have been a faculty member in the Art & Music Department at BCC since 2010, first as an
adjunct, and as an Assistant Professor since the fall of 2013. I completed my Ph.D. in art
history at the CUNY Graduate Center in January of 2013, with a focus on sixteenth-century
French art patronage.
The students at BCC have been an endless source of inspiration for me. Their diverse
backgrounds, different learning styles, and vibrant personalities have kept me on my toes.
My experience with them has constantly reminded me of the importance of tackling new
challenges with determination. As a result, I am always looking for ways to better serve the
students and to apply my own skills to the benefit of the college.
My interest in the student body and in cultural events on campus informed my decision to
pursue participation in BCC Inc. I feel that my diplomatic and level-headed nature would
make me an asset to the committee.
I thank you for your consideration, and look forward to working with you in the future.
Sincerely,
Anne Vuagniaux
Assistant Professor, Art & Music Department
Bronx Community College
(718)289-3047

To Professor Franklin Moore and Members of the Senate

I am currently an Assistant Professor of History here at Bronx Community College. I teach two
sections of HIS 11 and two sections of HIS 10 (History of the Modern World), and one section
of Geo 10 (World Regional Geography). I will be teaching HIS 39 (History of the Caribbean) in
Fall 2015. I am also the organizer of the History Department Speaker Series, an interdisciplinary
series that has been well attended by faculty and students.
I am the recipient of several awards including a residential fellowship from Yale University’s
Gilder Lehrman Center for the Study of Slavery, Resistance and Abolition, a three-month
residential fellowship from the John Carter Brown Library, Brown University, a PSC-CUNY
Traditional B Award, and a Faculty Fellowship Publication Program (FFPP) award from CUNY.
Most recently, I was invited to attend CUNY’s “Salute to Scholars” reception which is in honor
of faculty of who received major awards and fellowships for the year 2013-2014. I have authored
and co-authored several articles, the most recent being ‘Sugar, Land Markets and the Williams
Thesis: Evidence from Jamaica’s Property Sales, 1750-1810,’ Slavery and Abolition, vol. 34, 3
(2013): 401-424 (co-author David Ryden), and ‘West Indian Economic Decline’ in Oxford
Bibliographies in Atlantic History. ed. Trevor Burnard. New York: Oxford University Press,
2013.
I have been serving in an interim capacity for this semester on BCC, Inc., and I would like to be
a regular member of the board. I believe my training as an economic historian would be an asset
to the work being done by the board. I am also committed to CUNY’s and BCC’s core mission
of providing a first-rate education to its students. This mission is critical to me in that it
emphasizes transforming the lives of students, with BCC committed to affording non-traditional

students opportunities for advancement. I am eager to serve BCC’s faculty mission to make a
significant contribution, encouraging contemporary students to be engaged global citizens. I see
service to BCC, Inc as central to fulfilling this mission, as the deliberations and subsequent
decisions made by the board are geared towards improving students’ experiences here at BCC. I
have first-hand experience of this transformative effect, having taken a group of history students
on a field trip funded by BCC, Inc., to the Brooklyn Historical Society to view an exhibition on
Brooklyn Abolitionists. Most of the students were visiting a museum for the first time, and they
were truly appreciative of the experience. In the long run, the work of the board will further
develop the economic, social and cultural vitality of the Bronx’s many communities.
Thank you for your time and for considering my statement.

Ahmed Reid, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History
Bronx Community College (CUNY)
Tel: 718-289-5100 ext. 5025
Email: ahmed.reid@bcc.cuny.edu

Dr. Marcia Jones (statement Follows)
I am an Associate Professor in the Department of Nursing and Allied Health Sciences and I am seeking
opportunities to network and expand my involvement on the college campus. I would like to
understand more about different economic aspects of the college and serving on BCC Inc. would be a
good starting point. I have some experiences in creating budgets and I believe that my experience
could be useful to this committee.

Dear Professor Moore,

Thank you for the message! Sorry that I cannot make it to the Senate meeting on Dec
11 -- I have two meetings during the club hours that day.

All I want to say is the following:

It will be an honor for me to continue to serve on the Board of BCC, Inc. If given the
opportunity, I will try my best.

Thanks a lot!

Sincerely,
Quanlei (Shelley) Fang

I had the pleasure of serving on the Board of BCC, Inc. many years ago. It was a very
rewarding experience. I worked with a dedicated group of individuals and I would love to
serve on the Board again with the new changes. Thank you.
Virgena Bernard

